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This study examines the advances in air warfare tactics and

military aviation technology that occurred during the Spanish

is primarily confined to the(1936-1939).Civil Itwar

intervention of the Axis (Germany and Italy) and Soviet air forces

into the Civil War and its influence, particularly, upon Nazi and

Russian tactics, technology and air warfare doctrine during the

Second World War.

In February 1936 a Popular Front government was elected in

The platform of this government, e. g., to separate theSpain.

from the state, and to confiscate land to be distributed toChurch

peasants convinced army officers that the Spanish Republic wasthe

to embrace Communism and they immediately initated plans forabout

a revolt.

In July 1936, army garrisons in Spanish Morocco rose in

revolt against the Republic and subsequently the rebellion spread

among army elements based on the mainland.

Francisco y Bahamonde, of theGeneral Franco one

conspirators, who had previously commanded the Spanish Foreign

Legion in combat against Moroccan rebels, returned to Spanish

Morocco to take command of Spain's best troops, the combat

hardened Army of Africa which contained legionaires, regulars and

Moroccans.
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Franco needed to transport his army to the mainland in order

to gain an offensive edge against forces loyal to the government.

Since naval units loyal to the Republic controlled the sealanes

and because he did not have sufficient air transports available,

he was forced to request aid in the form of transports from

Germany and bombers from Italy.

The Axis immediately responded by sending escort fighters as

well as transports and bombers to southern Spain and Spanish

Morocco, which were used in history's first airlift of an army.

International Brigades, recruited by the CommunistWhen

International, entered the conflict to defend the Republic, Hitler

Mussolini responded by dramatically increasing their aid toand

the rebels (Nationalists). In November 1936 a composite air force

unit named the Condor Legion arrived from Germany and was followed

in December by the Italian Legionary Air Force along with Italian

The Soviets responded to this increased Nazi andarmy units.

Fascist aid by enlarging their shipments of aircraft to the

Republic. However, Axis aid tipped the scales in the favor of the

Nationalists who won the war.

It was the Condor Legion that developed air warfare tactics

such as close air-to-ground support for the army and a new combat

formation for fighters to use in air-to-air combat, innovations

be copied by the Russians and adopted by other airthat would

The Axis also terror bombedforces in the Second World War.

in Spain, a policy that both the Nazis and the Allies wouldcities

follow in the war. In combat, the Legion also experimented with



aircraft and weapons that the Luftwaffe (Germany's newnew

independent air force) would use in the war.

History's first military airlift of an army, the tactical use

airpower, close air-to-ground support of the army, diveof

bombing, the terror bombing of cities, the influence of the Civil

War in promoting in Germany the development of a navigational aid

for strategic bombing, air-sea combat operations, and how the

Civil War influenced the application of air power by Germany and

the Soviet Union in World War II are discussed in this study.
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INTRODUCTION

From history's first flights of the heavier than air

flying machine by Orville and Wilbur Wright in December 1903,

to the end of World War I, modest improvements in the design

and the use of the military airplane occurred. However, in

interval between World Wars I and II, significant advancesthe

in aviation technology and air warfare tactics emerged which

a world wide impact upon the use of the airplane inhad

Influential advances in military aviation occurred incombat.

the 1930's and particularly during the period of the Spanish

Civil War (1936 - 1939).

In the Spanish election of 1936, a Popular Front

consisting of Left-republicans, socialists andgovernment

communists; supported by anarcho-syndicalists and Basques,

of the goals of this government, e.gcame to power. Some • f

division of the estates of the wealthy into plots to be given

to the peasants, and complete separation of the state and the

Roman Catholic Church, appeared to a large number of army

officers outrageous. They believed the government was moving

toward communism; plans for a rebellion commenced almost at

once.

The effort to topple the Republic began on July 17, 1936

in Spanish Morocco and on the following morning on the

mainland with several risings of military garrisons. Not all

these insurrections were successful; those that occurred inof

failed.Madrid and Barcelona, for example, However, the
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rebels were successful in capturing cities and provinces such

as Corunna in the northwest, the Basque province of Alava in

the north, the town of Pamplona, and in the south; Seville,

Cadiz and Cordoba, as well as Spanish Morocco in North Africa.

The military units in rebellion became known as the

Nationalists and General Francisco Franco y Bahamonde, former

of the Spanish Foreign Legion, soon emerged as theircommander

leader. Located in Spanish Morocco were the army's most

experienced combat troops, the Army of Africa, which contained

units of tough Moroccan soldiers, and the Spanish Foreign

Leg ion. After the insurrection began, Franco arrived from his

post as military governor of the Canary Islands to take

command in Spanish Morocco.

the sea lanes to Spain were controlled by elementsBecause

the navy that remained loyal to the Republic and because ofof

a shortage of transport aircraft, Franco had to look elsewhere

help in ferrying his troops to the mainland. He requestedfor

and received air support from Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy,

enabled his forces to reach southern Spain (thewhich

In response to the Nazi and Fascistvicinity of Seville).

support of the Nationalists, France and the Soviet Union began

supply the Republic with military equipment, and by the endto

of 1936 military aid to both sides was increasing rapidly.

in air warfare tactics in the Spanish Civil WarInnovations

developed primarily as a result of the participation of the

the mid-1930's Germany had created the LuftwaffeGermans. By

air force), and began to equip it withautonomousan
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new fighters and bombers. The Spanish conflict served as a

proving ground for testing these new aircraft as well as other

The unit responsible for these aircraft in Spain andweapons.

for providing combat support for the Nationalists was the

Legion Kondor (Condor Legion) .

In contrast to the Germans, the Italians provided army as

well as air force support to the Nationalists. However, the

aircraft provided by them were primariy outmoded trimotored

The Italian air forcebiplane fighters.bombers and

contingent in Spain was known as the Aviación Legionaria

(Legionary Air Force).

Soviet Union provided aircraft to theFrance and the

Spanish Republic, Soviet assistance was of morebut

Soviet fighters enabled the Republic to gain airimportance.

superiority until the Germans introduced a new fighter into

the conflict in 1937.

When it became apparent that the German and Italian

Nationalists were going to win the war, the Soviets,supported

in 1938, began withdrawing their personnel from Spain. The

Spanish Civil War ended in March 1939 with a Nationalist

victory which brought Franco to power for the ensuing thirty

six years.

This thesis deals with the advances in air warfare tactics

aviation technology that occurred during the Spanish Civiland

Particularly, in regard to the German and Soviet airWar .

forces it reviews the Civil War's influence upon air warfare

doctrine, tactics, and technology during World War II.



CHAPTER I

INITIAL GERMAN AND ITALIAN AID TO FRANCO: HISTORY'S FIRST
MILITARY AIRLIFT

army rose in rebellion in SpanishWhen units of the

Morocco on July 17, 1936, General Francisco Franco, a chief

was flown from his headquarters in the Canaryconspirator,

islands to Tetuan, Spanish Morocco in order to take command of

Africa, which included Spanish Foreignthe Army of

Legionaires, regulars, and Moroccan troops.

An immediate problem facing Franco was how to transport

more than 10,000 troops and their equipment across the Strait

of Gibraltar from Morocco to Spain. In the first days

following the rebellion transport by ship was out of the

question because the strait was blockaded by warships of the

Spanish navy, which remained loyal to the Popular Fronthad

not have enough aircraft for andidgovernment, and Franco

available to him, of theairlift. (1) The only transports

aircraft of all types in theapproximately one-hundred

Nationalist zone, were three Fokker F-VIII's, a small Dragon

Rapide(2) and a DC-2 that had been captured at Tablado

airfield shortly after the rebellion began.(3) To solve his

problem, Franco had to request aid from Germany and Italy.

realized that it would be useless to seek help fromFranco

France since its government was a Leftist Popular Front like

of Spain, and friendly with the Soviet Union. Therefore,that

it is natural that he asked two enemies of communism, Germany
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and Italy for aid. Nazi Germany would find several advantages

in having an ally on France's southern border. Fascist Italy

regarded aid to Franco as a means of asserting her domination

over the western Mediterranean.

On July 25, 1936 a German Lufthansa airliner (Junkers Ju-

52) that had been commandeered the Nationalists, flewby

Franco's representatives to Germany where they met with

Chancellor Adolf Hitler and requested weapons, and aircraft,

Subsequently, Hitler ordered hisincluding ten transports.

and War ministers, generals Hermann Goering and Werner vonAir

Blomberg, to join the meeting, and informed them of his

intention to provide aid to Franco. Goering was given the

primary responsib i1ty for the operation and the navy was

transportation by sea for men andprovideordered to

materials.(4)

Within the first Junkers Ju-52'stwenty-four hours

(commercial models) were flown via San Remo, Italy to southern

Spain and Morocco. The aircraft, piloted by Lufthansa crews,

carried Luftwaffe volunteers.* In order to protect the Ju-52's

were in Spain, six disassembled Heinkel 51while they

(biplanes) and a number of 20mm anti-aircraft guns were

shipped by sea. The Ju-52's arrived in Spain on July 27, and

the He-51's arrived at the port of Cadiz. With6,on August

the Heinkels was an advisory team of six pilots and an equal

★

The Luftwaffe personnel that traveled to Spain by ship
were disguised as a German tourist group.
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mechanics, who reassembled the fighters within twonumber of

days.(5) On July 28 Lufthansa Flight Captain Alfred Henke

used his aircraft to transport twenty-two Moroccan soldiers

and their gear from Tetuan, Spanish Morocco to Jerez de la

This was the first military airliftFrontera near Seville.*

sortie in the history of German aviation.(6)

Two holding companies were established through which all

material to Spain would be shipped, along with all payment in

raw materials sent to Germany in exchange. These companies

ROWAK (Rohstoff und Waren-Einkaufsgese11schaft) and HISMAwere

(Compania Hispano-Marroqui de Transportes)(7). A fleet of

ships was also gathered for transport purposes.

the same time that Franco's representatives had visitedAt

Germany, his envoy Luis Bolin was requesting aid in the form

of bombers and bombs from Italy.** After flying with Franco

the Canaries to Spanish Morocco, Bolin flew on to Lisbon,from

acquired an authorization from exiled General Joseand

Sanjurjo (the initial leader of the rebellion) to purchase

Italian aircraft and ammunition.(8)

★

Henke had flown Franco's representatives to Germany and
then returned them to Spain.

★ ★

Luis Bolin was a correspondent for the Madrid newspaper
ABC on assignment in London, when the Spanish Civil War

He was responsible for secretly acquiring the British
which flew Franco from his headquarters in the Canary

Spanish Morocco soon after the rebellion began.
Subsequently, Bolin became one of Franco's closest aides. He
is the author of Spain : The Vital Years, which tells the story
of the Spanish Civil War from a Nationalist point of view.

began.
aircraft
Islands to
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Bolin arrived in Rome on July 21 and the next day met with

Galeazzo Ciano, the Italian foreign minister, andCount

requested twelve bombers, three fighters, and a number of

bombs.(9) Ciano supportive of Bolin's request towas

Mussolini, who appeared to have been influenced in his

decision rumors of French aid to the Spanish Republic.by As

a result of Bolin's negotiations, Italian officials arranged

to send within a few days, twelve Savoia-Marchetti (SM-81)

bombers to Spanish Morocco. Payment for the first Italian

shipments was arranged by Spanish financier Juan March.(10)*

On July 29 at Elmas airport on Sardinia, twelve SM-81

repainted to cover their Italian militarybombers were

markings and serial numbers. The aircrews consisted of

Italians who had been told only that they were volunteering

for an assignment outside of Italy. On the 30th these

aircraft flew to Spanish Morocco where the crews were supposed

to change into uniforms of the Spanish Foreign legion and

place themselves under the command of Franco. (11)

★

Since the national treasury was in the hands of the
Republic, the Nationalists had to use several methods to
finance the war: a reduction of all "superfluous" government
spending, a delay by new authorities in paying interest on the
national debt, new duties to obtain more revenues, for
example, a tax on civil servants salaries — they had to work
one day a week without pay, and a tax on bequests. They also
used financial methods: loans, other taxes, foreign aid and
subscriptions. Long term credit in order to acquire oil
supplies was arranged with TEXACO (Texas Oil Company). As part
of the payment for war materials from Germany, Spain delivered
copper to her from the nominally British Rio Tinto mines.(12)
The Nationalists even went so far as to raise money by
demanding gold from private citizens, especially, wedding
rings. They also received help from American and British
business enterprises.(13)
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From its beginning this operation was plagued with bad

luck. After their departure from Sardinia, the twelve SM-81's

encountered head winds which reduced their ground speed,

increased their flight time and caused them to run low on

Nine of the twelve bombers reached their destination;fuel.

one crashed at sea off the coast of French Morocco; and two

crashed in French territory only a few miles from the Spanish

A Spanish aircraft dropped Spanish uniformsMoroccan border.

along with instructions for the downed crewmen to cross into

Spanish territory. But the uniforms and instructions arrived

too late; the Italians had already been arrested by French

Moroccan authorities.

Preparations for the flight had been careless and the

attempt to prevent the identification of the aircraft in the

event of a need to land outside of Spanish territory had

Under their new coat of paint, Italian identificationfailed.

symbols could still be seen. Papers on board the aircraft

also identified the Italian air force squadrons from which

they came. A crewman's documents also indicated that in July

with the Italian air force.he had To theserved

embarrassment of the Italian government, the incident made the

headlines of newspapers around the world.(14) At this time,

the Italians like the Germans, still trying to keepwere

their military involvement in the Spanish Civil War secret.

arr i val the remaining nine of the SM-81'sThe of

supplemented the Ju-52's in the first airlift of troops and

military supplies in history. It proceeded across the Strait
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of Gibraltar from Spanish Morocco to the Nationalist zone of

southern Spain. About 13,523 troops and 570,000 pounds of

military equipment including 36 field guns and 127 machine

guns were airlifted to the Spanish war zone between July and

October 1936 . (18)

By August, about 2,000 troops had been transported to the

mainland. A hundred bombing raids were also carried out by

the small number of aircraft that were based at Tetuan.

Nationalist fighter pilot Jose Larios says that:Former

With the added support of the Savios and Junkers, the
following men and equipment were transported:

Number of Flights Number of men transported

July 20 - 21
August
September
October

102 897
359 6,453

5,455
1,157

324
83

868 13,962

In addition, 44 field guns, 90 machine guns with ammunition,
and 500

astounding figures considering the adverse conditions, lack
of crews and small number of airplanes.(16)

tons of equipment were moved. These are really

Each Ju-52 could carry from twenty-two to thirty soldiers

and their equipment, and could make the Tetuan-Sevi1le flight

four times a day.(17) However, as Larios stated, difficulties

were encountered. One of the twenty Ju-52's that were sent to

Spain made a serious mistake by landing at the Barajas

airport, which serves Madrid, and remained in Republican

hands.

In the early days of the rebellion the government

most of the avenues of entry for materials and thiscontrolled
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led to a shortage of supplies for the Nationalists. The

movement of men and equipment from Morocco was slowed down by

a shortage of fuel, and a required overhaul of aircraft

eng i nes. The greatest hindrance was the fuel shortage.

Because of it there were some days when only four aircraft

were operational, and on two consecutive days flights had to

be cancelled entirely. When it was available, the slow

process of refueling the aircraft presented another problem.

This was solved in a unique fashion when wine pumps from Jerez

de la Frontera, which been used to pump jerez (sherry)had

storage barrels, were requisitioned and used to pump fuelinto

into the aircraft at the rate of three liters a minute.(18)

The Republicans posed a danger to the movement of supplies

across the strait through their control of elements of the

Spanish navy. The battleship Jaime I was directing anti-

aircraft fire at the transports as they flew back and forth.

On August 14, two Ju-52's, which had been modified for

bombing, took off for a strike against the Jaime I. The

bombed the battleship from an altitude of 1,500 feet;aircraft

putting it out of action with two direct hits. (19) On August

Italian SM-81 bombers provided air cover so that the5,

Nationalist could force the straits with a a small convoy of

carrying about 2,500 troops from Morocco to theships

1936 , the movement of troopsmainland.(20) By mid-October,

was practically completed despite the fact that aircraft had

continually been diverted from the airlift mission to one of
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direct support (SM-81's were bomber/transports and the Ju-52's

bombing)modified for f or the advancing troopwere

columns.(21)

The military significance of this airlift is that it

allowed the Nationalists to gain the initiative by going on

the offensive against the Republic with the best combat forces

available to either side: Spanish Foreign Legionaires, and

fierce Moroccans, as well as regular army troops. A column of

soldiers airlifted from Morocco, commanded by General Juan de

Yaque, advanced northward from Seville and captured the town

of Badajoz, cutting off the Republican zone from Portugal.

This force then marched north to link up with General Emilio

Mola's troops.(22) goal of these combined forces was toThe

capture Madrid, an endeavor that wasn't achieved until the

last year of the war.

The aircraft that made the airlift a success, thus giving

Nationalists an advantage in the war was the Junkers Ju-52the

In the 1930's the Ju-52 gained a reputation as onetransport.

the safest aircraft of its time and had been flown over most

The Ju-52 (refer to Appendix I forareas of the world.

aircraft performance and illustrations) was born as a civilian

passenger aircraft in 1932; and in 1934, the Hitler government

began to convert some of them into bombers. In the late

1930's its role as a bomber was eclipsed by the new Heinkel He-

Junkers Ju-86.(23)111, the Dornier Do-17, and the
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The Ju-52 was a low-winged tri-motored monoplane with a

rectangular covered with a skin of corrugatedfuselage

aluminum. Transport models of the Ju-52 were designed to

However, during operations incarry passengers plus cargo.

Spain some seats and other accomodations were removed in order

to provide room for additional passengers and equipment.

Although the performance of the Ju-52 as a transport was

admirable for its day, its design and slow speed with a load

made it inefficient as a bomber, and it was(150 mph)

eventually replaced by more modern aircraft such as the He-

111.

The Ju-52 had an air-to-ground radio; but had no system

which would allow the crew to efficiently communicate with one

another; this is especially important when approaching a

target on a bombing run. It also lacked a directional finder

which is an aid to navigation. The location of an engine in

the nose section displaced the bombardier; making an accurate

final approach to the target more difficult. On original

of the Ju-52 the defensive system consisted of only twomodels

one in the tail assembly and one in a pod whichmachine guns;

In Spain five more gunscould be lowered from the fuselage.

were added; one in a forward firing turret, two waist guns

firing out of each side of the fuselage), and two located( one

in the wings inboard of the engines.(24)

Italian bombers were generallythe 1930's,During

adaptations of commercial aircraft.(25) The SM-81 bomber,
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which provided support during the airlift across the strait,

a military version of the SM-73 commercial monoplane. Itswas

normal crew consisted of a pilot and a co-pilot, a navigator,

radio operator and two gunners, but when used as a troop

carrier, it could carry eighteen fully- equipped troops.

Like the ju-52, the SM-81 was a low-winged trimotor. The

bombardier was located in a prone position behind the fuselage

mounted engine.

Armament of the SM-81 consisted of four 12mm machine guns

in turrets: one on top of the fuselage just aft of thelocated

pilots compartment, and one beneath the fuselage just aft of

the wings. A fifth gun could be fired from waist positions

the tail. In contrast to the maximum speed of the Ju-52,near

which was 180 mph, the SM-81 could reach 210 mph.(26) In

the SM-81 was supplemented by another trimotored bomber,Spain

the SM-79; both aircraft also flew combat missions in World

War 11.

Major Alexander von Scheele, who commanded the first group

of German volunteers sent to Spain, was given specific orders

to allow them to fly any combat or reconnaissance missionsnot

However, He-51 fighter pilots werefor the Nationalists.

allowed to fly escort missions in order to protect the

transports.(27)

Since German pilots were not supposed to fly combat

of the He-51's was ordered to teachmissions, the commander

However, after afly the fighters.Spaniardsthe to
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Nationalist pilot crashed on the first day, and two more were

lost in combat, Major von Scheele, against orders from Berlin,

allowed his pilots to take combat assignments. (28) The

soon discovered that the He-51 was no match for SovietGermans

fighters now introduced into the war on the side of the

Republic, such as the 1-16 Rata monoplane.(29)

The He-51 biplane, which evolved from the He-49a that

first flew in November equipped with two 7.92mm1932, was

machine guns installed above the engine and synchronized to

For ground attack missions it wasfire thru the propeller.

carry fragmentation bombs.(30) The He-51'sequipped to

speed at sea level was 330 km/h (205 mph); faster thanmaximum

the Republic's French Nieuport-Delage 52's, but inferior to

the 280 mph Soviet 1-16 monoplane fighters supporting the

Its operational ceiling was 7,700 m (25,262Republic.

ft.) . (31) Germans introduced the modernIn 1937 the

Messerschmidt Bf-109 into the Spanish conflict and relegated

the He-51 to a ground attack role.*

★

Bf defined is Bayerische Flugzeugwerke (Bavarian Aircraft
Company). In 1938 the company was renamed Messerschmitt A. G.
and the Bf-109 was

Source:
1941 (New York: MacMillan Co., 1942),

subsequently redesignated as the Me-109.
Leonard Bridgman Ed. Jane's All The World's Aircraft

87c.P-
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CHAPTER II

STATUS OF THE REPUBLICAN AIR FORCES, FRENCH AND SOVIET AIR

AID AND COMBAT TACTICS

Generally, the aircraft available to either side at the

outset of the war were obsolescent in design and performance.

These slow biplanes and trimotors could not compare to the

fast monoplanes with retractable landing gear that were

introduced into the conflict in 1937 by the Soviets (the 1-16

and SB-2), and the Germans (the Bf-109 and He-111 et al).

Another negative factor affecting both air forces was the

small number of pilots available to them. Before the war

began there were about five hundred pilots in the Spanish

military. Of these, approximately two-hundred remained loyal

to the Republic, about one-hundred did not serve on either

side, and the rest flew for the Nationalists.

the Civil War began most of the Spanish Air Force wasWhen

under government control, but there were only four fighter

support of its forces; three atsquadrons available for the

at Barcelona, and a single flight at LosGetafe, one

Most of these aircraft were biplane BreguetAlcázares.

19's, and Nieuport 52's that had been built at Guadalajara

under license from France.

which largely remained loyal to the government, wasThe Navy,

equipped with a squadron of Dornier-Wal seaplanes built by

S. A. (CASA); three squadrons ofConstrucciones Aeronáuticas,

Vickers Vildebeest torpedo planes, also built at CASA ; and a
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squadron of Hispano manufactured E-40 trainers. The Navy's

fighter arm at the begining of the war consisted of only a few

old fighters built by Martinsydes, which were all out of

commission.(1)

Ejercito del Aire Republicana (Republican Air Force or

EAR) fighters were shot down with ease by the Nationalists

Fiat CR-32's and Heinkel He-51's.acquired Thenewly

Republic's Air Force remained at the mercy of these superior

Italian and German aircraft until 1937. The first Soviet

ai rcraft did not enter service in Spain until November 1936

it was not until the early months of 1937 that the EAR wasand

adequate strength by Soviet pilots andbrought up to

aircraft.(2)

French-built Nieuport-Delage 52, which was designed inThe

1928, had a speed of 260 km/h (161 mph), which made it no

match against the speedier He-51 of the Condor Legion. The

Delage 52 had an altitude ceiling of 8,200 meters (26,903

feet), and a flight endurance of three hours and thirty

Its armament consisted of two 7.72mm machine gunsminutes.

synchronized to fire through the propeller.

Spanish-built Nieuport-Delages, however, were inferior to

their French built counterparts. In official flight tests, an

altitude of only 6,000 meters (19,685 feet) could be attained

oxygen and heating equipment, and its maximum speed inwithout

level flight barely exceeded 225 km/h (140 mph). Its flight

radius depended upon how well the pilot handled the throttle.
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Just before the war, in training flights, many Nieuports were

f orced to land short of their airfield at Los Alcázares due to

an excessiv use of fuel.(3)

As soon as the revolt began, western European communists,

along with liberals and socialists, began to collect money,

arms, and recruit men for the Spanish Republic. The novelist

Andre Malraux, for example, hired twenty private pilots for

the Republic, who flew their aircraft to Madrid on August

13. (4) Most of these planes were slow Potez 540 bombers,

about equivalent in speed to the Ju-52's being used by the

Nationalists and the Condor Legion. (5) In the early thirties

Potez 540 was developed by France as multimission aircraftthe

that could serve as a bomber and fighter, and conduct photo-

reconnaissance missions. Because of its defensive armament

system it was believed to be invulnerable to fighter attack.

The first Potez 540 entered service with the French air force

on November 25, 1935.(6)

Three days after the rebellion began, Republican Prime

Minister Jose Giral appealed to the French Prime Minister Leon

Within Blum's cabinet as well as among theBlum for arms.

French population, opinion was sharply divided on the question

in Spain. The request for aid was stronglyof intervention

favored by Air Minister Pierre Cot. However, Defense Minister

Edouard Daladier refused to allow French pilots to fly the

deliver to the Spanishthat Cotplanes proposed to

Cot managed to circumvent the defense minister bygovernment.
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arranging false sales to Finland, Brazil, and Arabia of a

total of about fifty aircraft, which then were delivered to

Spain. ( 7 )

Within a week of the civil war outbreak, approximately

thirty bombers and reconnaissance aircraft, fifteen fighters,

and ten transport and training aircraft had been delivered to

the Spanish Republic. The French aircraft consisted of Marcel

Bloch (Dassault) bombers, built in 1935; Potez 540 bombers,

just entering service; and Dewotine 371 fighters.(8) These

were flown to airfields in southern France ataircraft

Toulouse or Ubariere and from there were flown to Spain by

By August 8, about seventy aircraftSpanish or French pilots.

had been delivered; of these, forty or fifty came from the

French government and twenty or thirty through other sources

such as private arms dealers.(9)

a move to improve their air force, Spanish officialsin

reviewed the Potez 540 and were so impressed thatin 1935,

between July 1936 and the summer of 1937, fifty of them were

acquired by the Republic.

The Potez 540 was used in Spain originally as a daylight

They were employed in an unsuccessful attempt tobomber.(10)

arrest the advance of the Nationalist army northward into the

They also were used in combinationprovince of Estremadura.

Breguet 19's and Vickers Vildebeests onwith Bloch 200's,

bombing raids over Cordoba and Granada, and also engaged in

bombardment missions over Palma de Mallorca and cities in

Spanish Morocco.(11)
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The belief that the Potez 540 was invulnerable to fighter

attack was rapidly disproven. Early in the war, bombers on

both sides found to be easy targets by fighterwere

pilots.(12) During combat operations of 1936-37, fifteen

Potez 540's were identified as destroyed.( 13) Because of

these the Potez 540's were relegated to nightlosses

bombardment missions.(14 )

Powered by two liquid cooled engines that provided a speed

of only 239 km/h (148 mph) at 4,000 meters (13,123 feet), the

Potez 540 was put at a disadvantage when attacked by the

swifter fighters of the Nationalists. Although it was slow,

its maximum service ceiling of 10,000 meters 32,808 ft.) was

Its defensive armament system consisted of threeimpressive.

machine gun turrets located in the nose and upper and lower

fuselage.

The French-produced Bloch 200, which also flew combat

Spain, was a twin-engined, high cantilevermissions i n

constructed primarily of metal. In contrast tomonoplane,

the liquid cooled engines of the Potez 540, the Bloch 200's

were powered by two air-cooled radiais. The armament system

was comparable to the Potez 540, and consisted of three

dorsal, and ventral turretsmachine guns located in nose,

(the ventral turret was operated electrically by the gunner).

A later version of the Bloch 200, the 210, also served in

In August 1938 the Republican Air Force organized aSpain.

This bomber could reach a maximum speed of 335group of them.
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km/h (208 mph) at an altitude of 4,000 meters (13,123 feet).

Ten of the thirty Bloch 200's and 210's delivered to the

Spanish Republic were eventually lost in combat.(15)

The Spanish Republic never received the number of bombers

which would have enabled it to conduct massive bombing raids.

When the Soviet Union began to supply the Republic with

aircraft, they never delivered more than fifty bombers at a

t ime. this reason Republican bombardment formations wereFor

never able to deliver a very large tonnage of bombs on their

Therefore, Republican tactics were to make fasttargets.

strikes against Nationalist targets such as airfields -- many

catching them by surprise and destroying aircraft on thet imes

ground.(16)

The EAR did destroy one significant Nationalist target and

severely damaged another in 1937. On April 30, the battleship

Seven hundred menEspaña was sunk by two 210 pound bombs.

went down with the 15,000 ton ship, forty five minutes after

American and British admirals werethe first bomb struck.

and could not believe that the España had succumbed toamazed

They thought that only a mine could havea bomber attack.

sunk the ship. A month later, two Republican aircraft struck

the German battleship Deutschland with twelve small bombs,

putting it out of action. The Deutschland had to proceed to

Gibraltar for "jury-rigged" repairs, and then to Bremen,

Germany, for a major overhaul.(17)

its Nationalist enemy the Spanish Republic improvisedLike

transport aircraft into bombers. At theand converted
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beg inning of hostilities the Spanish government airline,

Lineas Areas Postales España (LAPE), was in possession of four

Douglas DC-2 transports, which were capable of carrying

fourteen passengers.

The EAR used the DC-2 as a transport, bomber, and

pathfinder. The DC-2's Sagitario, Hercules, and Granada were

employed at the end of September 1936 as bombers. Previously,

on July 20 one of the DC-2's bombed the airfield at Tablado.

A fifth DC-2 was also acquired.*

In their role as pathfinders, DC-2's were used to lead

other combat aircraft such as fighters, from one area to

in the spring of 1937 two DC-2'sanother. For example,

directed a squadron of Soviet built I-16's to the Vizcaya

front.

In design the DC-2 was very streamlined for its time, a

precursor of such aircraft as the Douglas DC-3, DC-6 and DC-

It was a twin engined, low cantilever monoplane with semi-7 .

retractable main landing gear and a fixed tail wheel. The

main gear retracted about halfway into the engine nacelles

located on each wing. Its engines were radiais which turned

metal propellers giving it a maximum speed of 340three-bladed

(210 mph), which was almost equivalent to that of the SM-km/h

★

A DC-2 was captured in Seville at Tablado airfield after
being damaged by rifle fire from a Nationalist soldier, Vara
de Rey, on July 17, 1936 and named after its captor and put
into service by the Nationalist air force (Chapter I).
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81 and faster than the ju-52. At its maximum altitude of

meters (22,966 ft.), the DC-2 exceeded that of the Ju-527,000

and the SM-81 by 1,000 and 2,000 ft., respectively. With a

range of 1,000 kilometers (620 miles) it exceeded that of the

Ju-52 by 322 miles and the SM-81 by 200 miles. (18)

transport that was converted to use as a bomber byAnother

the EAR was the antiquated Fokker trimotor. When the civil

war began there were eleven Fokker F VII 3m trimotors in the

service of LAPE and the military. In the spring of 1936 the

Douglas DC-2's began replace the Fokkers as the primaryto

aircraft used the LAPE. As a result of this conversion,by

two Fokkers were given to the military to serve as multi¬

engine trainers at the flight school at Alcala de Henares,

northeast of Madrid. The air force already was already in the

possession of one Fokker which it had acquired early in 1934

from the manufacturer to serve as a pattern aircraft for three

additional ones that were built in 1935. Later, these four

Fokkers were sent to Cabo Juby and Villa Cisneros in Spanish

Morocco, which fell to the Nationalists during the first days

of the rebellion.

The Republic's first use of Fokker trimotors in combat

on the first day of the war when two F VIIb-3m's fromoccurred

the Escuela de Vuela (flight school) bombed the Spanish

Moroccan capital of Tetuan. One trimotor was modified for

combat in the following manner; a machine gun was mounted on

top of the fuselage, and two more were mounted to fire from

windows of the passenger cabin.the A bomb rack was suspended
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from each side of the fuselage from steel pipes which ran

through the fuselage and

from the windows; a 220 pound (100 kg.) bomb could beextended

attached to each rack. An accomodation for a Warleta

bombsight was made by cutting a hole thru the floor. For

night flights, flame suppressing pipes were attached to the

engine exhausts in order to prevent visual detection by the

The EAR continued to use these Fokkers until they wereenemy.

phased out of service in the summer of 1937.(19)

Soviet Air Aid to the Spanish Republic. In the early

months of 1937, after receiving aircraft from the Soviet Union

that were superior to those that the Axis had supplied to the

Nationalists, the Republic enjoyed a brief period of air

superiority.

Alexander Boyd gives several reasons for Soviet military

aid to the Republic during the civil war. Stalin wanted to

protect the Popular Front government of France from isolation

and encirclement by the allies Germany and Italy. Probably,

he also wanted to create and control a socialist nation in

Spain, racked with chaos and disorder,western Europe.

seemed to be the best possibility. Although he had joined

other European governments (Great Britain, France, Germany,

and Italy) in signing the Non-intervention Agreement on August

1936, the danger that the Spanish Republic would fall into23,

Nationalist hands led Stalin to violate the terms of the

order Soviet interventionagreement and almost immediately

into the War.
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The Soviet freighter Rostok arrived in Cartegena on

10, 1936 with thirty-three mechanics and fitters whoSeptember

would crated aircraft due to arrive a littleassemble

laterfrom the Black Sea port of Odessa.(20) By the end of

200 Soviet pilots and 1,500 technicians had arrivedSeptember,

in Spain, as well as thirty-one twin-engined Tupolev SB-2

bombers and tons of ammunition and supplies.(21) On October

eighteen 1-15 fighters were delivered to Cartegena aboard13,

the Soviet ship Bolshevik, and three days later seven more

aircraft were transferred in the Mediterreanean from a Soviet

to a Republican ship.(22) On October 16, Colonel Yakov

using the alias General Douglas, arrived in SpainSmushkevich,

with 150 air force personnel, fifty of whom were fighter

the same month, a squadron of Polikarpov 1-16pilots.(41) in

fighters arrived by ship in northern Spain. (23) General

Smushkevich supervised the establishment of bomber operations,

while his deputy, Pytor Pumpur (alias Colonel Julio) set up

defenses for airfields and ports. In the north aair

headquarters was established at Santander to supervise air

support for Asturian and Basque forces.

From 1938 to 1939, 1-15's and 1-161s were manufactured in

At a plant located at Sabadel1-Reus near Barcelona,Spain.

fifteen I-15's were built. Approximately seventy I-16's were

assembled at Guadalajara, and Alicante and delivered to the

EAR along with ten UTI-4 dual seat trainers (fighters). The

Nationalists eventually captured 205 of these Soviet aircraft

in various stages of production.
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The Spanish Civil War provided the Soviets with an

opportunity to evaluate air tactics and weapons, as well as to

provide experiencecombat for pilots, and operational

experience Soviet fighter commanderfor command staffs.

Pumpur was also responsible for the defense of Madrid and in

late October received a fighter group commanded by Ivan

mid-November, Pavel Rychagov's 1-15 fighterKopets. in

squadron was joined by that of Sergei Tarkhov, which was also

equipped with l-15's. Tarkhov was soon lost in combat but

Rychagov (Comrad Pablo), went on to a meteoric career after

returning to the Soviet Union. In four years he rose from

squadron commander to Chief of the Red Air Force. He was

purged by Stalin about two months before Germany invaded the

Soviet Union in 1941.(24)

While most of the new aircraft were flown by Russians,

of the I-15's were supplied for the use of Spanish pilotssome

foreign volunteers.(25) Albacete, Alicante, Murcia,and

Alhama, Los Alcázares, Lorca and Carmoli were the sitesPalma,

of flying schools for Republican pilots. Carmoli was the

1-16 pilots nightadvanced and flightschool for

When the Soviets decided to withdraw from thetraining.(26)

conflict in 1938, Spanish pilots that had been trained in

Russia filled the void left by Soviet pilots.(27)

The Soviets sent approximately 1,500 aircraft to Spain;

about 500 to 600 were I-15's or I-15bises, more than 200 SB-2

bombers, and the rest were I-16's and R-5 reconnaissance

By early 1937, Soviet aircraft comprised ninetyai rcraft.

percent of the Republican air force(28).
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In the war's early stages, the Soviet 1-15 and 1-16

outclassed the primary fighter of the Nationalist air force,

the In November 1936 a SovietGerman-supplied He-51 biplane.

pilot shot down four He-51's. In fact, so many He-51's were

lost to Soviet aircraft, that by early 1937 the German and

Spanish He-51 pilots were ordered to avoid air-to-air combat

and were relegated to ground attack missions.

When opposed by the Italian Fiat CR-32 fighter, also a

biplane, the 1-15 and 1-16 (a monoplane) were fairly evenly

matched and the skill of the pilot rather than aircraft

performance became the winning factor.(29) Because of its

superior speed and rate of climb, the 1-16 could break off an

engagement against the CR-32 and escape. However, the 12.7mm

Breda-SAFAT machine guns of the CR-32 were superior in range

to the 7.62mm guns of the 1-16, and therefore the Nationalist

pilot could begin firing effectively before his opponent in a

The CR-32 could also take more punishment thanhead-on pass.

On October 30, 1938 during the battle of the Ebrothe 1-16.

a CR-32 collided almost head-on with an 1-16.river, The 1-16

lost a wing and exploded, but the CR-32 was able to fly back

to its base with its lower wing missing.(30) In contrast to

the wooden fuselage of the 1-16, the CR-32's airframe was

constructed of steel and light alloy metal, which made it a

much sturdier aircraft.(31)

The 1-15, known as the Chato (snub-nose) by the EAR, was

open cockpit biplane, equipped with four 7.62 machinean
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Powered by a Wright Cyclone radial engine, built underguns .

license, this fighter reached a maximum speed of 369 kms/h

(229 mph) at 3,048 meters (10,000 feet.)(32) However, its

fixed landing gear was considered out of date for fighter

aircraft of its time.(33)

The 1-16 Mosca (fly) was modern in design and faster than

the Chato, and thus was considered superior to it as a

fighter. The 1-16 was a monoplane which contained a manually

retractable main landing gear; the tail section was equipped

with a skid. (34) It was also equipped with a powerful radial

engine that gave it a top speed of 452 kmh (280 mph). Its

armament consisted of two 7.62mm machine guns and two 20mm

It was equipped with a gunsight which consistedcannon.(35)

of a four-power Aldis teles cope.(36) In contrast to German

fighters such as the Bf-109, the 1-15 and 1-16 had no oxygen

or communications systems (radio receivers and transmitters) .

Soviet fighter pilots used an innovative tactic to their

advantage in engagements with formations of enemy aircraft.

Soviet fighters would fly at low altitude; arriving unnoticed

below a formation of Nationalist aircraft they would then pull

up into a climb while raking the underside of the enemy

with machine gun fire.(37) Sometimes the fast 1-16'saircraft

and slower I-15's would work together against formations of

The I-15's would dive onto Nationalistfighters.enemy

fighter formations, forcing them to descend to lower altitudes

where the faster 1-16's would attempt to engage them in

individual dogfights.
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1-15's and l-16's were generally superior to all enemy

fighters in Spain except for the CR-32, and the Bf-109 which

entered the conflict in 1937 and went on to make a name for

itself as one of the Luftwaffe's best fighters of World War

11 .

1938, the year that the Soviets began to withdraw theirin

forces from Spain, they sent pilots, fighters, and bombers to

China to help the Chinese defend themselves against Japanese

invaders. in this conflict that 1-15 and 1-16 pilots11 was

discovered the inadequacy of 7.62mm machine guns in downing

bombers, which prompted the Soviets to install 12.7mm guns in

their fighters.(38)

Soviet fighter aircraft, theto thecontrastin

effectiveness of Soviet bombers used in Spain was poor. In

October 1936 Soviet SB-2 bombers, R-5 reconnaissance bombers,

and R-Z attack bombers began to arrive in Spain. During the

next two and a half years the Soviets dispatched 210 SB-2's,

130 R-5's and 40 R—Z's.(39) However, they never sent more

(40), which led to thethan fifty bombers per shipment

dispersion of bomb tonnage among several targets, limiting the

amount of damage that could be done to any one of them.

The Tupolev SB-2 was a twin-engined medium bomber, which

flew in October 1934 and was delivered to the Soviet airfirst

force in 1936. Its engines gave it a maximum speed of 411

kms/h (255 mph) at 4,000 meters (13,125 feet), about one

hundred miles per hour faster than the German ju-52. Its
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armament system consisted of two 7.62mm machine guns in the

nose section and one in the dorsal and rear ventral positions.

The Polikarpov R-5 reconnaissance-bomber contained one

engine, which provided this aircraft with a maximum speed of

only 200 kms/h (124 mph) at an altitude of 3,000 meters (9,842

f t. ) . 7.62 machine guns constituted its armament system;Two

in the forward section of the fuselage (fixed) and oneone

(flexible) in the rear cockpit. An assault (attack) version of

the R-5 was the single-engined R-Z (or R-Zet). This aircraft

was powered by one 750hp AM-34N engine. It was armed with

seven 7.62mm machine guns; five forward firing, and two

(flexible) in the rear cockpit.(41)

After their arrival in October, SB-2's made formation

bombing raids on the Nationalist held cities of Salamanca,

Seville, and Caceres,(42) wounding and killing civilians, but

failing to stem the Nationalist advance into Republican

territory.

The only tactical victory of importance attained by Soviet

bombers in the war occurred during the battle of Guadalajara.

In this battle 12,000 Italian troops advancing toward Madrid

a motorized column were routed by bombers that were used inin

a tactical role. From the introduction of the German Condor

in November 1936, until the Soviet pull-out in 1938,Leg ion

obsolete bombers became easy targets for German anti-aircraft

guns and crews assigned to the Nat i onalists . ( 43)*
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In June 1937 two SB-2 squadrons left the central front to

reinforce EAR units in the north near Barcelona. These two

squadrons engaged in bombing Nationalist supply lines, and air

bases on the island of Mallorca. The Nationalists claimed

that SB-2,s which attacked Mallorca, suffered heavy losses at

the hands of CR-32 fighters which defended the island. The

reason for the attempts to bomb the island was the strategic

value of it to the Nationalists. From here the German and

Italian allies could bomb Barcelona and Valencia, and

interdict Soviet supply routes which originated in the Black

Operations from Mallorca caused the delivery ofSea.

equipment from the Soviet Union to Republican Spain to be

uncertain. For example, to certain of their arrival, 1-16

fighters bound for Catalonia had to be shipped via the North

and the English Channel to the French ports of Bordeaux orSea

Le Havre and then to Spain by rail. After 1936, Soviet

replacement personnel were forced to travel to Spain in

civilian dress with fake identification cards by train via

Yevgeni Ptukhin, who replacedPoland, Germany, and France.

Kopets as the commander of a fighter squadron on the central

front had to travel this lengthy and dangerous detour in May

1937 .

*

According to Ramon Hidalgo Salazar (La Ayuda Alemania A
España 1936
aircraft artillery caused
from altitudes above 4,000
accuracy.

the presence of anti-
EAR bombers to release their bombs

127 .)1939, 1975, P.

meters (13,123 ft.) without
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Soviet-staffed squadrons sometimes operatedSB-2

independently and contrary to the orders of the Republican

army staff and thus drew frequent criticism from the Spanish.

When the German battleship Deutschland was bombed by Soviet

pilots, bombarding thewarships retaliated byGerman

Republican city of Almeria. There were other instances where

bombing raids by the Soviets, not approved by the Republican

army staff, evoked reprisals against towns and cities in

Republican territory.

The early Republican aerial superiori-ty was a significant

factor in blunting the Nationalist move to cut the Madrid-

Valencia highway and split the Republican fronts in the battle

of the Jarama river in February 1937. But, this superiority

in 1937 of the Bf-109was curtailed after the appearance

fighter. The 1-15 fighter was then used more for air defense

or with the R-Zet for ground attack missions.(44) The SB-

2's were too slow to escape the attacks of the Messerschmitts

declined, partially because ofeffectivenesstheirand

navigation equipment failures and inadequate instruments.(45)

One of the last major efforts by the Soviets occurred in

October 1937 when they attacked the air base at Garrapinilios

of Zaragoza and claimed the destruction of about fortyoutside

aircraft on the ground.(46)

the end of their presence in Spain Soviet air forceToward

units were reduced by attrition. The Nationalists later

that 496 I-15's and I-15bises, 415 I-16's, 178 SB-2's,claimed

87 R-5's and R-z's had been destroyed or captured. (47) These
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numbers seem excessive and may have been exaggerated.

The Nationalists regained general air superiority in late

1937, with the introduction of Bf-109 fighters and Ju-87 dive

bombers. Because the Nationalists were apparently winning the

war in mid-1938 Stalin began phasing out his air force units

from, Spain; by the end of the year all Russian aircraft

except for those that had been captured by the Nationalists or

turned over to the EAR were gone from the country.(48)

During the late summer and autumn of 1938, the EAR

suffered its greatest losses in the battle of the Ebro river.

These losses marked the collapse of the EAR. Over the Ebro,

the largest air battles yet seen in Spain occurred. For

on July 31 more than three-hundred aircraft wereexample,

involved in combat. August 13 approximately one-hundredOn

fighters became involved in dogfights, which included three Bf-

109 squadrons, and a large group of CR-32's versus I-15's.

These air battles were dominated by the Nationalist because

the numerical advantage in aircraft originally enjoyed by the

EAR had become reversed by the beginning of September.(49)

The superiority of the Bf-109 versus the 1-15 and 1-16 was

also a factor.

By the end of 1938 the Nationalist and their allies had

fourteen squadrons of CR-32's and three squadrons of Bf-109's

(twelve aircraft to a fighter squadron). With the addition of

CR-32's based in the Balearic islands the total came to over

two-hundred fighters; a total that was approximately equal to
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the combined Nationalist bomber force of Ju-52's, He-lll's,

and Savoia-Marchettis. (50 )

The EAR at this time had seven fighter squadrons, which

now contained fewer I-15's and I-16's. The reason for this

sharply of aircraft was that the onlyreduced number

replacements were the l-15's manufactured at Sabadel1-Reus.

The aircraft that were built in the last three months of 1938

did little to make up for EAR losses over the Ebro. This

shortage of aircraft was compounded by a lack of spare parts;

aircraft grounded for maintenance had to be cannibalized to

keep others flying.(51)

The direct Soviet involvement in Spain was brought to an

end with the departure of the last SB-2 bomber crews in

The end of Soviet intervention in SpainNovember 1938.(52)

disadvantage to Nationalistleft the Republic at a severe

forces and their Italian and German allies. On Christmas Eve

almost an entire squadron of bombers was destroyed, and

following a Nationalist division's crossing of the Ebro on

3, 1939, approximately forty EAR fighters were lost inJanuary

the next ten days of the campaign. The battle of the Ebro

ended in November 1938 with the destruction of all but a

"handful" of incomplete EAR squadrons .(53) .
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CHAPTER III

THE CONDOR LEGION AND THE ITALIAN LEGIONARY AIR FORCE

In the first weeks of November 1936 the German and Italian

units assigned to the Nationalist each had a little more than

two hundred men. After the International Brigades began to

Spain in support of the Republic, the Germans decided toenter

escalate their involvement in the war.* In mid-November a

Luftwaffe unit dubbed the Condor Legion arrived in Spain. The

Leg ion composed of pilots, mechanics, anti-aircraftwas

gunners and specialists of various types who were recruited

This unit contained approximately 4,500from the Luftwaffe.

personnel.(1)

The Condor Legion consisted of a command staff (S/88), a

bomber wing of four squadrons of Ju-52's (K/88), a fighter

wing of three squadrons of He-51's (j/88), a reconnaissance

squadron of twelve He-70's (A/88), four heavy (88mm) and two

light (20mm) anti-aircraft batteries (F/88), a communications

unit LN/88), and weather, hospital and supply detachments.

companies of tanks also accompanied the Condor Legion. ItTwo

thus self contained and mobile.(2) The first commander ofwas

the Legion from 1936 to the winter of 1937 was General Hugo

★

The International Brigades were composed of volunteers who
were recruited from around the world to fight in defense of
the Spanish Republic following the outbreak of the Civil War.
These brigades were formed under the guidance of the Communist
International, but the volunteers were not necessarily members
of communist parties,
the Abraham
from the United States.

An example of a unit of this type was
lincoln Brigade, which was composed of volunteers
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Von Sperrle, with Lieutenant Colonel Wolfram von Richthofen

as his chief of staff and second in command. After Sperrle's

departure and till December 1938, the Legion was commanded by

General Helmuth Volkmann who retained, for a time, Richthofen

as his chief of staff. In 1938 Richthofen, then a Lieutenant

General, succeeded Volkmann as commander and remained so until

the end of the Civil War.(3)

December, the Italians began to increase theirIn

mililtary presence. On December 22, 1936, two and a half

months after the first unit of the International Brigades

arrived in Spain, the first Italian volunteer corps (Comando

Truppe Voluntare or CTV) arrived at Cadiz.(4) This military

contingent, including air force personnel who began to arrive

in July 1936, would reach a total of about 28,000 men by

December 1938. The Italian air force units operating in Spain

became known as the Aviación Legionaria(Legionary Air Force) .

The Italian SM-81 bombers and Fiat CR-32 fighters that

arrived in Spain in the first months of the war were attached

to the Spanish Foreign Legion.(5) These aircraft flew escort

missions with the German Ju-52 transports that were ferrying

Nationalist troops and ammunition from Spanish Morocco to

The purpose of these escort missions was tomainland.the

protect the Ju-52's from the gunfire of Republican warships

and interceptors.

The Legionary Air Force was initally equipped with three

CR-32 fighter wings containing three squadrons each; various

attack and reconnaissance aircraft; three SM-81 bomber wings,
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containing eight squadrons; a light bomber wing; anti-aircraft

batteries, radio operators, and supply and maintenance crews;

for a total of about 5,000 personnel.(6) The principal

Italian air base was located on the island of Mallorca. From

here air strikes could be carried out against enemy shipping

and the Republican held cities of Valencia and Barcelona.(7)

of March 1937, the commander of the Legionary Air Force wasAs

General Vincenza Velardi.

From July 1936 thru March 1939, the following numbers and
types of Italian aircraft were sent to Spain:

FightersBombers

SM-79
SM-81
Ca-310
Br-20

100 Ro-41
CR-32
others

28
37684

16 10
13 414

213

Seaplanes
Attack aircraft

The Italians

20
Reconnaissance aircraft 68.

sent far more fighter aircraft to Spain than
44

did the Germans; 414 to Germany's 282. According to John F.

Coverdale, "No exact statistics have been found on the total

number of bombers provided by Germany, but at the end of 1938

Italian bombers in service in Spain outnumbered German ones by

a ratio of 9 to 7."

Because CTV commander General Mario Roatta believed that

the Nationalists would be unable to operate modern military

fifteen Italian officers, forty-fiveequipment, non-

commissioned officers and 104 instructors were sent to Spain

to use the equipment in combat until the Nationalists learned
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to do so. By the end of September 1936 the total number of

Italians assigned to the Nationalists was about 380, including

fifty to sixty airman based on Mallorca.(8) By the end of the

Spanish Civil War it is estimated that the Italian air force

contingent Spa i n risenhad about 6,000to to

personnel.(9 )

DEVELOPMENTS IN AIR WARFARE TACTICS

The Condor Legion and the Legionary Air Force served in

the same sectors and performed in the same operations as the

Nationalists. Italian as well as German pilots conducted

flying schools in order to train Spanish pilots to fly Axis

aircraft in combat.(10)

Combat operations included air raids against cities; air

against airfields, enemy shipping, and lines ofstr ikes

communications such as railroads and bridges; air to ground

the army; fighter escort for bombers; andforsupport

reconnaissance missions.

The Germans and Italians also equipped the Nationalist Air

Force JEAN) with aircraft. By 20 October 1936 twenty out of

thirty large aircraft were being flown by Spanish pilots as

well as ten of twenty fighters, fifty of sixty transports and

all ten seaplanes. The arrival of the Condor Legion in

November tipped the balance of airpower in favor of the

Nationalists and the same thing happened when the Italians

brought in more aireraft.(11)
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1936 thru 1938 the EAN was equipped with three groupsFrom

of Ju-52's, five groups of SM-79's, one group of Do-17's, two

groups of He-lll's and four groups of SM-81's. In February

1939 the EAN received an additional group of He-lll's. These

Bomber groups consisted of two squadrons, each containing

EAN fighter, attack, and ground supportthree aircraft.

groups varied in the number of aircraft that they contained,

Fiat CR-32 fighter groups went from two squadrons ofe. g • i

six aircraft too three squadrons of nine aircraft. In March

1939 one CR-32 group had four squadrons. Attack groups

usually consisted of two squadrons, each with six aircraft. In

May 1937, the EAN received its first group of CR-32's and

i nanother January 1938. In January 1939, thegroup

Nationalist were equipped with a mixed-group containing He-

From May 1937 through 1938, the EAN112's and Bf-109's.

Attack and Ground Support groups containing He-51'sorganized

groups), He-45's (one Group), He-70's (one group),( two

Caproni 310's (two groups), and a group of Romeo 37's.

In addition to the aircraft supplied by the Axis, the EAN

contained four groups of ground support aircraft and one mixed-

bomber group which fell into their hands in August and October

1936; four groups of Br-19's were formed in October (two were

disbanded in June 1937). The mixed-bomber group (Dragon and

was organized in August 1936 and disbanded in DecemberFokker)

of that year(12).

Twelve of the twenty Ju-52's that arrived in Spain in

August 1936 were crewed by Nationalists. Before the end of
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August the Nationalists carried out bombing missions over the

Republican held cities of Malaga, Getafe, Cuatro Vientos,

Villalba, Navalperal, Llerena and Madrid.(13)

Another early usage of aircraft in the war occurred from

November 27, 1936 through April 1937 when the Condor Legion

and the EAN, in a joint operation, provided air support for

army units fighting to rescue a group of civil guards, men,

and children that were under seige by Republican forceswomen,

at the monastary of Santa Maria de la Cabeza, about twenty

miles south of Seville. On November 29, a flight of He-70's

and Ju-52's made their first air drop of supplies to the

beseiged sanctuary. Following the air drop, enemy artillery

and machine gun positions in the area were strafed. Through

the remainder of 1936 and to the end of April 1937 quantities

of supplies and bombs were dropped to the besieged and on the

besiegers, respectively. During these operations the Condor

Legion lost only one aircraft, a Ju-52 that was shot down on

On May 1, 1937 the besieged men, women, andJanuary 25, 1937.

children were rescued by two brigades of infantry supported by

tanks and arti11ery.(14)

The Bombing of Cities

The first Nationalist air raid on Madrid occurred on 3

August 1936 when bombers attacked the War Ministry with

On 24 August, they bombed the air bases ofminimal effect.

cuatro vientos and Getafe (in the vicinity of Madrid) with

twenty-one aircraft, destroying many planes; the exact number
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is not given. The first massive bombing in history of a major

city occurred from the 18thto the 22nd of November 1936 when

waves of Ju-52's of the Legion and the EAN, and Italian SM-

struck Madrid. As many as thirty to fifty aircraft81 ' s

participated in these raids. Because of the vulnerability of

bombers on daylight missions and the inadequacy of their

fighter escorts in defending them against Soviet fighters

bombing of Madrid was switched to night operations. It isthe

estimated that in these raids 244 civilians were killed, 875

wounded and 303 buildings damaged.

The purpose of the bombing of Madrid was to desrupt

entering the city at night and to open it totraffic

Nationalist forces that were massed on its perimeter to the

west.(15) The failure of the Nationalists to capture the city

in the fall of 1936 was not due to an inefficient use of air

to the strong defense of the city by thebutpower,

International Brigades and the direction of its defense by

experienced Soviet military advisors.

Madrid contained many Nationalist sympahtizers and since

it was Spain's captial, Franco did not want to completely

the city and needlessly kill multitudes ofdestroy

This led to a zone of the city that was placedcivilians.

off-limits to bombers.(16)

While Madrid was the first city to receive sustained

it was the Basque town of Guernica whichaerial bombardment,

gained world wide notoriety as the site of the first terror
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bombing in history. On the afternoon of Monday, April 26,

1937 , bombers of the Condor Legion began an attack upon the

4:30 p. m. a single He-111 flew over and bombed thetown. At

town's center, followed fifteen minutes later by an entire

squadron, which dropped various types of bombs. As citizens

panicked and fled to the countryside,He-51 fighters arrived

and began strafing them with machine gun fire, and dropping

hand grenades. Then three squadrons of Ju-52's arrived and

(area bombed) the town in twenty minutescarpet-bombed

relays.(17) Approximately one thousand high explosive bombs

three thousand incendiaries dropped in theand were

attack.(18)

the raid on Guernica approximately 1,654 civilians werein

killed and eighty-eight wounded.(19) Veterans of the Condor

Legion later claimed that they were only trying to bomb the

Renteria bridge, and that a strong wind caused their bombs to

However, there was very little wind onfall into the town.

the day of the raid, and the bombers were flying abreast,

bombingformat ionwhich is used when areaana

Also, if bombing the bridge had been theindiscriminately.

the use of incendiary and fragmentation bombs wouldobjective,

not have been necessary.

A goal of the raid may have been to block the roads, as

had been done when bombing Durango.(20) Johnathan Mitchell

reveals another plausible military motive for the bombing of

Guernica, which excludes terrorism:
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American experts point out that Bermeo on the Biscay coast,
was apparently a bonafide objective of General Mola's
army. and that the road to Bermeo led directly through
Guernica. All buildings in wartime, and especially the
solidly built houses of. Spain, furnish cover for machine-
gun parties. The destruction of villages that either are,
or are likely to be, occupied by the enemy is a military
necessity. . . . Experts point out that the destruction of
Guernica occurred on April 26. That when the fascists
moved on the smouldering ruins of the town thirty-six hours
later they apparently met resistance, despite the
bombardment, and failed to occupy it until April 29.(21)

Spanish historian Nassaes Alcofar claims that the bombing

the Nationalists in aof cities bywas not attempted

systematic way. He argues that the destruct ion ‘ of Guernica

was more of a case of bad luck aggravated by unintentional

fires, than a premeditated decision to destroy the city.(22)

In 1938 when the Nationalists began advancing eastward in

an effort to capture Catalonia and end the war, the need to

weaken the morale of the people and destroy the Republic's

became an objective.and supplyof manpowersources

a target. The bombing ofBarcelona becameTherefore,

Barcelona from the early months of 1938 until the end of the

war resulted in the deaths and wounding of tens of thousands

of people and the destruction of thousands of bu iIdings.(23)

Peter Wyden describes the experience of New York Times

correspondent Herbert Matthews, who witnessed several bombing

raids on Barcelona on March 16 and 17, 1938. The bombardments

described by Matthews appeared to be carried out in order to

terrorize the city's populace rather than to destroy port

facilities, and contradict Nassaes Alcofar's assertion that
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only the port area was targeted. Matthews sat through eight

of these raids in four hours.

The attackers were droning overhead at too high an
altitude to be aiming at particular targets. Hits were
registered all over Barcelona with its 2 million
people. Matthews was cover-ing history's first
intensive bombardment of a major . . . city. The first
night was a mere sample. There would be 18
raids in 44 hours.

Wyden believes that the air raids on Barcelona were

ordered because Mussolini needed to do something to boost his

and gain world-wide notoriety for Italy, so as toego

overshadow Hitler's march into Austria.

The raid was led by six seaplanes, He-59B-2's of AS/88 of

the Condor Legion based at Pollensa Bay, Mallorca. Italian

Savoia-Marchettis from three bases on Mallorca, flew over the

city bombing at three-hour intervals.

disappeared leaving onlyIn one area where people had

pools of blood, Matthews guessed that liquid-air bombs (thin

shelled bombs containing a liquid explosive fused to explode

than the usualground) used ratherhad beenabove

or high-explosive types.* The total numberfragmentât ion

killed during the raids was estimatied at 1,300.(24)

Wyden says that protests from around the world and from

German allies led Franco to request athe Nationalists I

suspension of the raids:
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In London protest meetings were called. In Washington .

. . Secretary of State Cordell Hull, expressed horror.
In Salamanca, Franco's German allies disapproved;
Berlin's ambassador called the raids "dreadful" and

thought they would stir up further hatred against Germany
and Italy. The Pope appealed to Franco to stop the
bombings. Finally, the Caudillo asked Mussolini to
suspend the raids for fear of "complications abroad."(26)

The Italians were also bombing Valencia. Times of London

reporter Lawrence Fernsworth states that, "Valencia was bombed

regularly two or three times a week, almost always after

The motive for bombing the city after midnightmidnight."(27)

If the desire hadcould have been to terrorize its populace.

been to destroy Valencia's port facilities it would have been

much easier to do it during daylight hours. If the Italians

were

waiting for the arrival of darkness to evade Valencia's air

have flown their missions beforedefenses, they could

by Italian Foreign Minister Count Cianomidnight.Remarks

confirm that the desire to terrorize civilians was the chief

Barcelona and Valencia. "Mussolinibombingmotive for

that these air raids are an admirable way ofbelieves

the morale of the Reds." (28) From Mallorca shippingweakening

could be attacked and, "'[Italy could] Terrorize Valencia and

(29)I tlBarcelona.

★

titled Education of a Correspondent,
that because the destruction was caused by

rather than fragmentation, thin-skinned bombs
liquid explosive had been detonated above ground

He believed that the bomb casings were thin because no

his memoirs
Matthews asserts
concussion
containing a
level.

pieces of them were found.(25)

in
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Air to Ground Support

The Spanish Civil War directly stimulated the development

of close air to ground support for army combat operations.

The chief proponent of this use of aircraft to support the

army was General Wolfram von Richthofen who succeeded General

Sperrle as the commander of the Condor Legion in 1937 .

However, in Spain Richthofen realized that the theories which

advocated a strategic use of aviation were not applicable

because of the "lack of suitable 'strategic' targets." On the

Franco's weakness in artillery led him toother hand,

contemplate using his aircraft to support the Nationalist

offensive against Bilbao.

Richthofen, without official authorization, developed the

tactics and techniques of close air support for ground forces

in offensive operations. It was in the Basque Republic that

he began to develop these tactics.(30) Near the end of March

in an attack on the northern Republican front, He-51's1937 ,

equipped as fighter-bombers, and carrying six 10 kg. bombs

were used in a low level attack upon fortified(each)

positions with success. The bombs were released by formations

of nine aircraft from an altitude of 500 feet. Subsequently

three squadrons of close support He-51's were organized.

These fighter-bombers were usually defended by a squadron of

Messerschmitt Bf-109 fighters flying top cover.(31)

Nationalist pilots flying the He-51 as a fighter-bomber,

used a formation known as the cadena (chain) when attacking
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They flew in trail behind their leader,ground targets.

following him in a strafing attack, which subjected gunners,

anti-aircraft ar ti1lery, fire thuscontinuoustoor

suppressing their fire.(32) The Germans and Nationalists, as

well as the Italians, not only employed airpower in the ground

attack role to support infantry offensives and to suppress

and anti-aircraft fire, but also to reduce movementsartillery

of enemy troops behind the frontlines, and to disrupt or foil

counterattacks.(33)

Other than the He-51, German aircraft used in the close

support role were the Henschel Hs-123 biplane and the Junkers

Ju-87 Stuka, a monoplane. The Hs-123 was developed along the

lines of the Curtiss "Helldiver" of the United States Navy.

It was an all metal semi-high winged aircraft, which was good

for dive bombing and for ground attack missions. The first

five Hs-123's were tried out in Spain in 1937. Hs-123's did

play a significant role in the war because they were soonnot

replaced by the Ju-87, an improved dive bomber.(34)

Under the Third Reich the German military created a new

strategy that consisted of the use of tanks and aircraft in

conjunction with one another to attack an enemy front. This

method of attack became known as the Blitzkrieg (Lightningnew

An aircraft that they developed for this particularWar) .

mission was the Stuka dive bomber (Ju-87).

The Stuka was a gull-winged monoplane with a fixed

streamlined encased main landing gear. Under the wings were
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hydraulically actuated dive brakes (boards), which stabilized

the aircraft during a dive bombing attack. In the enclosed

cockpit the pilot and radio operator-gunner sat back to back.

The Stuka was armed with a machine gun in each wing and one in

the rear cockpit. It was equipped to carry 250 and 500kg

bombs under the wings and fuselage.

first production models, Ju-87A-l's, were delivered inThe

the spring of 1937 to the Luftwaffe. Near the end of 1937

three Stuka’s (Ju-87A-2's with three-bladed propellers) were

sent to the Condor Legion in order to experiment with dive

bombing techniques under operational conditions. The first

action of the Stukas was in the battle of Teruel. They were

also used in the close support of troops in the battle of the

Ebro, and in the Catalonian offensive. The Stuka attained

amazing success in precision attacks on bridges, points of

communications, fortifications.(35)depots, and The

techniques used in the Aragon and Catalonia campaigns were to

a small area with aircraft and artillery fire prior tobombard

its capture by a relatively small infantry and armor force.

This worked well against enemy troops demoralized by the

bombardment.(36) A British volunteer in the Nationalist

forces describes a combined artillery and aerial bombardment

prior to an infantry attack as follows:

A little after nine o'clock a squadron of bombers flew
over

artillery began to open fire.
for more than two hours with continuous relays of
aircraft and fire from batteries,
our tanks . . . began to advance. . . .(37)

our positions on the way to bomb the enemy, and our
This bombardment lasted

A little after noon
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In the dive bombing method of attack, Stukas usually

approached the target in a flight of three aircraft at a speed

of 242 kms/h (150 mph) at 4572 meters (15,000 feet). If they

were accompanied by escort fighters, these aircraft would

follow a weaving path behind and slightly above the Stukas.

As they neared the target some of the escort fighters would

descend to 3,000 feet in order to protect the Stukas as they

pulled out of their dives. The Stuka pilot rolled into an 80

degree dive from 15,000 feet keeping the target centered in

his reflector sight. Four seconds before the Stuka passed the

previously set pull-out altitude, an alarm sounded. When the

alarm stopped at release altitude, the pilot pressed the bomb

release button at which time the aircraft would begin an

automatic pull-out; after a set time interval the bombs were

automatically dropped.(38)

The experiments with the Stukas in Spain were conducted in

secrecy by the Germans, who would not allow anygreat

unauthorized personnel near the aircraft. After the Civil

the Stuka was not among the several types of GermanWar,

aircraft that were turned over to the Nat i onalists . ( 39)

aircraft that had a minor role in ground support and asAn

a night fighter was the Arado Ar-68, a biplane. In 1937, two

Ar-68E-l's were used by the Condor Legion for experimental

test flights as night fighters. Later they were given to the

Nationalists and relegated to ground attack missions.(40)

In experimenting with fighters as ground support for the
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the tested new types of weapons.Germans Newarmy,

fragmentation bombs and the precursor of the napalm bomb (a

mixture of gasoline and oil) were used.

The Italians also developed an interest in using aircraft

The first italian designed andas ground support weapons.

manufactured dive bomber was the Savoia Marchetti SM-85,

whi ch first flew on December 19, 1936. Because it provided

poor pilot visibility, and despite its two engines, was

grossly under powered, plans for its use in Spain were

dropped.

A much improved dive bomber was the Breda 65, which saw

action in Spain. Whereas the SM-85 was made of wood, this

aircraft was of all metal construction. The Br-65 also was

equipped with a retractable landing gear. A squadron based at

Squadriglie Assaulto 65 (Attack Squadron) ,Puig Moreno, the

equipped with Br-65's.(41) During the Aragon offensive inwas

July 1938, three Bredas were employed as dive bombers. Diving

at 80 degree angles, they destroyed bridges that spanned the

A total of eighteen Bredas were used in Spain with onlyEbro.

two being lost in combat.

The Germans and Italians also used their medium bombers;

Ju-52's, He-lll's, SM-79's and SM-81's, in support of army

offensives. While the bombing of Barcelona was in progress in

March 1938, Nationalist divisions were being massed for an

advance toward the east and northeast.(42) Once the Italians

raids on Barcelona, they began to bombardthe i rended
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Republican forces along the coast, especially in and around

Tortosa, which was attacked "day and night." In fact the

medium bombers (twin or trimotored types) supported the army

in all of the major battles of the war. As examples: In the

battle of Brúñete they were used to repulse an attack by

Republican tanks, over the Ebro they bombed pontoon bridges,

and they supported Nationalist troops during the battle of

Teruel.

Fighter Development and Tactics In the 1930's a major

aircraft design occurred in which fastrevolution in

monoplanes with fully cantilevered wings, retractable landing

all metal stressed skin construction and enclosedgear,

cockpits took the place of fabric covered biplanes with fixed

landing gear. During World War I Germany had been a leader in

some innovations in aircraft design and was well advanced in

the field of electronics and engine design, which had a great

effect on fighter development between wars.(43)

The first fighters of the Luftwaffe in the 1930's, such

the biplane He-51, were a little outdated. While they wereas

being delivered, flight testing of a second generation of

German military aircraft had already begun; one of these was

the Bf-109.

in 1936, BÍ-109-V5's and V6 ' s were sent to the

Experimental Flight of the Condor Legion. The production model

Spain early in 1937. The principleenteredBf-109 B-1

differences between the Bf-109B-1 and earlier models were its
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engine and its variable pitch propeller. The aircraft had a

maximum speed of 471 kms/h (292 miles per hour) at sea level

and a cruising speed of 381 kms/hr (236 miles per hour) .

Their operational ceiling was 9,143 meters (30,000 feet),

with a flight duration of one and a half hours at 6,096 meters

(20,000 feet). In 1938 the B-l models were replaced by the Bf-

109D, which had a flight duration of two hours and a maximum

speed of 521 kms/h (323 miles per hour). These improvements

extended its range as a bomber escort. All 109's were

equipped for air to air and air to ground communications. The

first models had machine guns synchronized to fire through the

Later, guns were installed in the wings.(44)propeller.

After the arrival of the Messerschmitts in Spain the

superiority of Soviet 1-16 fighters waned. Manned by German

pilots, the Bf-109's were faster than the 1-16 but less

To compensate for this inadequacy the Germanmaneuverable.

pilots adopted a tactic of their rivals. They dived upon the

from high altitude, hoping to destroy them before they1-16 ' s

could take evasive action.(45)

which had been outclassed by the Soviet fighters,He-511s,

were replaced in the fighter role by Messerschmitts. The

performance of the Messerschmitt was remarkable in serving as

a bomber escort and performing fighter sweeps over enemy

After it was learned that its 7.9mm maching gunsairfields.

inadequate and produced an insufficient rate of fire, thewere

edges of the wings were strengthened to accomodate twoleading
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E series 109's contained these cannons, plus20mm cannon.

external fuel tanks to extend their combat radius. In an E,

Werner Molders, the top German ace in Spain, shot down

aircraft in the last months of the war.(46) This featfourteen

should not be interpreted as atrue test of the Messerschmitt

since its best opponents in Spain were the inferior Soviet I-

15 biplane and 1-16 monoplane.

I, the combat tactics developed forIn World War

fighterswere to mass them in formations for increased fire

ranging multi-plane dogfights.power in wide With the

development of fast monoplanes came an emphasis on maneuver

than fire power in large formations. Speed andrather

maneuverability created a fast rate of closure and the need to

spot the enemy first and to protect one's rear.(47)

In Spain, Messerschmitt pilot Molders developed a new

basic formation for of two fighters that made it easier to

scan the sky for the enemy and simultaneously protect one's

At that time the basic fighter formation used in therear.

a tight formation of three aircraft.Luftwaffe was the "V" ,

Molders devised the Rotte (pair), which consisted of only two

aircraft flying abreast, about two to six hundred feet apart.

This formation allowed them room to maneuver more freely and

The flight leader of each Rottecover larger area of sky.

performed as the primary attacker while the second aircraft or

wingman, guarded his rear. Rotten, together, formed aTwo

Schwarm (band) with one pair assuming the attack role while
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the other protected it from attack. This formation when

viewed from above can be compared to the fingers horizontally

extended siightly each finger tipspread apart;and

representing an aircraft of the Schwarm. Every air force in

the world eventually adopted this formation.

The Condor Legion ultimately contained four Staffeln

(squadrons) that formed Jagdgruppe 88 (Fighter Group 88 or

J/88). The individual squadrons of J/88 were numbered 1/J88,

2/J88, 3/J88, and 4/J88.

In April 1937 2/J88 received the first Bf-109B-2's, which

rapidly gained superiority Soviet aircraft. Theover

of 2/J88 began escorting Heinkel He-111 bombersMesserschmitts

altitude raids while the He-51's of 3/J88 carried outhighon

ground support missions. During action west of Madrid, j/88

halted a Republican offensive. In August more Messerschmitts

arrived and by early 1938 only 3/J88 led by Adolf Galland was

left with the old He-51 biplanes. Having received Bf-109C's

in July 1938, the Jagdgruppe was then entirely equipped with

Messerschmitts (a total of 48).(48)

In the battle of Brúñete during the summer of 1937,

Messerschmitts outclassed both the Soviet 1-15 and 1-16.(78)

During the battle of the Ebro, on July 31, 1938, more than 300

aircraft became involved in combat. The battle involved three

German squadrons (Messerschmitts), the 3rd Soviet Super-Rata

and a large group of Italian Fiat and(1-16's) ,squadron

The Messerschmitts in thisSoviet Chato (1-15) biplanes.
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battle protected He-lll's and Ju-52's, which bombed pontoon

bridges and infantry pos itions.(49)

Several Luftwaffe pilots flying Messerschmitts attained

status of ace by shooting down five or more aircraft.the The

Luftwaffe rotated as many pilots as possible through the

Condor Legion so that they could take advantage of combat

experience in Spain.

Messerschmitt pilot Harro Harder downed his first aircraft

January 1937, and from August until late December, when hisin

ended, his total kills were ten. On February 7, 1938 thetour

Wilhelmindividual achievement whenoccurredgreatest

Balthasar destroyed three Tupelov SB-2 bombers and a fighter,

all within six minutes. The new commander of 2/J88, Wolfgang

Schellmann, became the next ace of the Legion. By the end of

August 1938 his total victories were twelve. After November

opportunities for air combat declined, but by the end of1938 ,

the Civil War about twenty-one German pilots had become aces,

while many others who would make names for themselves in World

had also claimed their first victories in combat.(50)War II,

AIR-SEA OPERATIONS

In December 1936 Seaplane Squadron (AS/88) of the Condor

Legion began operating with the Nationalist air force. This

was equipped with twin-engined He-59B-2wh i chsquadron,

(with floats) was based at Pollensa Bay on the islandbiplanes
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of Mallorca.(51) of its slow speed the He-59's flewBecause

at night in order to avoid contact with Soviet Ratas, whose

pilots preferred only daylight operations.

The threefold mission of AS/88 was armed reconnaissance,

port bombardment, and interdiction of transportation along the

from Malaga and Aimer ia to the French border. Tacticalcoast

included enemy air fields, troop concentrations, andtargets

supply areas; strategic targets were oil depots and storage

tanks in areas such as the ports of Barcelona, Valencia, and

Alicante.(52)

Air action at sea was generally limited to reconnaissance

ships and transmitting theirmissions: locating enemy

locations to Nationalist warships. However, some isolated

cases of air attacks upon merchant ships entering that were

Attacks against ships were restrainedports did occurr.

of the difficulty in identifying them, and thebecause

possibility of causing international incidents. Only the He-

of AS/88 dedicated themselves to attacking coastal59 ' s

shipping and strafing fishing trawlers.

At first the He-59's did not fly from flying low-level

because of the danger of being caught in the blast ofmissions

their own bombs. This problem was solved by the use of time-

delay fuses, which could be set to detonate bombs from one-

half to eight seconds after striking their targets. With

fused in this manner, excellent results were obtained inbombs

or damaging bridges, trains, ships, and oil storagedestroying
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tanks. Using delay-fused bombs the commander of AS/88, Major

Martin Har1inghausen, bombed an oil storage facility inonce

Valencia which left thirteen oil tanks burning for a week. In

missions involving low level attacks the squadron received a

lot of damage from machine gun and anti-aircraft fire, but

lost only two aircraft and crews in a year of flying these

types of missions.

AS/88 assisted the Nationalist navy in a mine layingonce

operation in Valencia's harbor. While shore batteries were

diverted into firing at the squadron's low flying aircraft,

naval aircraft laid their mines. This mission was a complete

success although some aircraft suffered minor damage.

Franco imposed a blockade of Republican ports, which

involved unusual political considerations. He did not desire

to incur the wrath of Great Britain, and would not allow

attacks on ports at which British ships were docked. Other

nations took advantage of this situation by flying British

flags from their ships. However, the Nationalist intelligence

system, which was very good, was able in most cases to

determine the true identity of ships flying false colors. In

order to prevent international incidents, search aircraft

could not attack ships without permission from the Spanish

This restriction allowed many ships toblockade commander.

Unit commanders could, in extremereach ports.safely
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situations, exercise their own judgement but if they did it

was with the danger of political repercussions.(53)

The proceedure used by the search aircraft was to force a

ship into waters where it could be boarded by a crew from the

Nationalist navy. If this could not be done, the aircraft

fire on the ship in attempt to force the crew to abandonwould

Once the ship was abandoned, the aircraft would proceedi t.

A total of fifty-two ships were destroyed byto destroy it.

AS/88. Colonel Franz Brey was able to claim a total of nine

ships destroyed or captured including two Soviet ones, which

were driven into the hands of Nationalist destroyers.

In the course of its combat operations AS/88 experimented

the use of torpedos as aerial weapons. This waswith

thefavorite project of Major Har1inghausen, a former naval

officer who believed torpedos could be air dropped with

success against ships sailing shallow waters. He modified six

torpedos to prevent them from diving too deep while still

This was done by attaching woodenretaining their course.

devices to their rudders, which limited their dive and then

broke away to allow them to proceed on course to their

target. On his first launch of a torpedo in 1938, he flew at

altitude of five meters and a speed of 120 km/per hour, andan

released his weapon at about 1,500 meters from a freighter,

hit amid ship and sank. However, Luftwaffewh i ch was

authorities considered Har1inghausen1s success a fluke and
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remained unconvinced that the torpedo could be useful as an

aerial weapon. The new requirement that Har1inghausen use his

squadron to attack strategic targets as well as tactical ones

along Spain's coast in direct support of Nationalist forces

prevented him from further experimentation with torpedos.(54)

Italian aircraft also participated in air-sea operations

Mussolini boasted to Hitler thatattacking merchant ships.by

his forces, by the end of the Civil War, had sunk almost

200,000 tons of ships. During the civil war, the Italians

submarines as well as aircraft in attacks againstused

shipping.(55)

RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS

An aircraft destined to perform both reconnaissance and

Dornier Do-17, which had beenduties thebomber was

designed as a twin-engined postal carrier capableoriginally

of carrying six passengers. The military prototype of the Do-

17 thoroughly impressed its viewers with its streamlined

design and performancein 1937 when it was displayed at the

exposition at Zurich. The idea that the Do-17military

represented a milestone in military aviation was further

enhanced when it appeared at the air exposition in Paris in

The DO-17E was the first series of the new bomber. It1938 .

was a cantilevered monoplane known as the "flying pencil"

because of its very slender fuselage and short wingspan, and

was tested in Spain. Another version of the same aircraft,

which also served in Spain was the Do-17F, a reconnaissance

model.
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the spring of 1937 a squadron consisting of fifteen Do-in

17F-1's was sent to Spain and integrated into reconnaissance

squadron 1A/88 of the Condor Legion, replacing the single-

engined He-70-2's which were transferred to the Nationalist

air force. Later in the year, Do-17E-l's arrived in Spain to

supplement the He-lllB's of Bomb Group K/88 of the Legion

(squadrons IK/88 and 2K/88).

Some of the Do-17F-l's, which were previously thought to

be immune to interception bescause of their speed, were shot

Soviet fighters of the EAR.down by In August 1938 the

surviving Do-17E's and F's were joined by ten DO-17P's.(56)

The flight crew of the Do-17 consisted of a pilot,

observer, and radio operator. One forward firing machine gun,

one under the fuselage, and another located in the rear

constituted its defensive armament system. The reconnaissance

models of the Do-17 carried 210mm and 500mm cameras. The

versions varied in their load capacities depending uponbomber

The maximum speed of the E and F models was 220the model.

The P was powered by two BMW (132N) ninemiles per hour.

cylinder engines that developed 1,000 horsepower, each, on

These engines were equipped with superchargers andtake-off.

With these engines, the P modelvariable pitch propellers.

of 402 kms/h (249 mph). The servicecould achieve a speed

of the E was 5,100 meters (16,730 feet); this altitudeceiling

surpassed by the P's which could cruise above 6,100 meterswas

(20,000 feet) with their supercharged engines.(57)
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With the incorporation of both bomber and reconnaissance

versions of the Do-17, the reconnaissance squadron became a

multipurpose unit. One flight contained nine Do-17 bombers

and the second contained four reconnaissance models. A third

f1ight consisted of four He-45's shortfor range

The He-45 was single-engined, fabric coveredreconnaissance.

biplane, which contained a forward firing machine gun operated

by the pilot, one in the rear operated by theand

observer.(58 )

Only rarely were the reconnaissance aircraft protected by

fighters, even after the introduction of the Bf-109's into the

Flying deep into enemy territory they exceeded theconf1ict.

range of the fighters.

usual procedure that reconnaissance pilots followed toThe

protect themselves from fighter attack was to seek the safety

If cloud cover was below mountain top level or ifof clouds.

there were no clouds, the pilot would go into a steep dive to

gain enough airspeed to permit the fighter only one attacking

Gunners also learned to begin firing at extreme rangepass.

This would usually force thea fighter began its attack.when

fighter pilot to break-off his attack at a range of about 200

meters, and explains why the Legion lost few reconnaissance

aircraft.

Films exposed on reconnaissance missions are processed

into photographic mosaics, which make aerial reconnaissance a

At times this was not taken intopainstaking science.
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consideration combat air commanders who are usuallyby

oriented direct tactical or strategic operationstoward

without delay.

When reconnaissance planes are not able to produce instant
desired results, the combat commander frequently
will immediately divert the armed reconnaissance planes to a
direct tactical mission. This appeared to be the case with
the Condor Legion.(59)

In Spain, Legion commandant Sperrle repeatedly committed

reconnaissance aircraft to ground attack missions. In order

to do this, automatic cameras were removed and the camera

compartments converted into bomb bays. This procedure, of

course, denied the Do-17 its reconnaissance capability. The

Legion learned by the spring of 1937 that for direct support

of army operations, immediate intelligence of target areas was

required and as a result it had to reestablish the old He-45

flight (four aircraft).

In contrast to the Soviets who left Spain in the face of

in 1938, the Axis continued their presence until afterdefeat

victory was proclaimed by the Nationalists on March 31,

1939 . (60)
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CHAPTER IV

THE INFLUENCE OF THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR ON DEVELOPMENTS IN AIR

WARFARE TACTICS

THE GERMAN EXPERIENCE

Luftwaffe Doctrine Regarding Aerial Warfare

In November 1935 in an address opening the Air Warfare

Academy in Berlin-Gatow General Walter Wever, The Luftwaffe's

first chief of staff, postulated the Luftwaffe's doctrine

under the Nazis. National Socialism had realized the dream of

creators of the Luftwaffe for a strong and independent airthe

force, and Wever went on to say:

This means that a new type of warfare has been added to
operations on the ground and at sea - the struggle
for command of the air.
restricted to the fronts of the army; they are
above and behind the army, over the coasts and seas, over
the whole nation and over the whole of the enemy's
territory.(1)

The realms of the air are not

statement was reflected in the luftwaffe's serviceWever's

directive, Aerial Warfare, published in 1936. It stated that

the most important objective of the Luftwaffe should be an

offensive directed at the military might of the enemy and the

will of its people to resist. In order for the Luftwaffe to

carry out this policy, the following tasks were stipulated in

the directive: battle the opponents air force, provide air
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support for the array and navy, attack the sources of power of

the enemy forces, and cut off the flow of such power to the

front. The directive specified that air strikes should be

directed at the population of the enemy.

These theses were translated into concrete action by the

operations of the Condor Legion in Spain.(2) As indicated in

the previous chapter, the Condor Legion not only provided

support for the Nationalist army and flew air strikes at sea,

also engaged in tactical raids against airfields, lines ofbut

communications, supply depots, and enemy troops in reserve.

It also carried out bombing raids designed to terrorize the

populations of cities such as Madrid and Guernica. This

policy was continued by the Luftwaffe in World War II.

Close Air Ground Support and Cooperation with the Army

The tactic developed by the Germans in the Spanish Civil

War which received the most attention and had the greatest

influence upon Luftwaffe strategists during World War II was

close air to ground support of the army.

In Spain the criteria for the use of the fighter in the

air to air role and the air to ground one became clear. He-

51's which had performed poorly against Soviet fighters were

assigned to the air to ground mission; this led directly to

the formation of Attack Squadron 3J/88 of the Condor Legion.

The Nationalist air force also formed attack squadrons of He-

aircraft not only provided fire power for51 ' s. These

Nationalist infantry units but also flew tactical missions

striking supply lines, airfields, and troops in reserve.
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While experimenting with the fighter in the ground attack

role, the learned the importance of radioGermans

communications between attacking aircraft and infantry units.

network was organized whereby vehiclescommunicationsA

equipped with radio transmitters and receivers were assigned

to Nationalist infantry units on combat assignments. This

to call for and quicklyenabled commandersarrangement

Aircraft already airborne could bereceive air support.

diverted to areas in need of air strikes. Once they arrived

the scene the aircraft could be directed by groundon

ontrollers to attack specific targets. This unprecedented use

of radios in directing aircraft to attack specific targets

during close support operations can be regarded as the birth

of the forward air controller. Since the Spanish Civil War,

the use of forward air controllers, on the ground and in the

air, to direct tactical aircraft against enemy targets has

become a commom practice among the air forces of the world.

Air to ground support was used in the northern campaign,

when twelve Nationalist divisions renewed in 1937 the effort

It was in this phase of the war that theto capture Madrid.

commander of the Condor Legion developed the idea of using a

train to make his support personnel mobile from one battle

zone to another. A train consisting of twelve air conditioned

with dormitories, mess halls, maintenance shops, offices,cars

aircraft parts and supplies, and equipped with 88mm anti-

aircraft guns for defense was used in support of the combat

squadrons.(3)
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Close air support missions were a new experience for

Luftwaffe pilots who received on-the-job training while flying

such missions. Pilots had to learn to adjust themselves to

flying just above the tree tops and the ground while receiving

fire from small arms and machine guns. They also had to learn

how to avoid the blast of their own bombs.(4)

Regarded in the Luftwaffe as the chief proponent of using

aircraft as a weapon in support of the army, General Wolfram

Richthofen was able to put many of his ideas into practicevon

in Spain. It was primarily as a result of his experiences

commanding the Condor Legion that German air force cooperation

with the army developed from theoretical ideas to practical

In 1938 close support squadrons were organized inuse.

Germany as a result of lessons learned in Spain.(5)

Adolf Galland, the renowned Commander of Fighters for the

Luftwaffe in World War II, who gained experience flying ground

support missions in Spain in the He-51, stated:

The task of the cadenas or trabajadores, as they called us,
was to provide air cover for infantry attacks, hold down
movements behind enemy lines, silence artillery, prevent
reserves from being brought up and foil any possible
counterattack.

requisite for any Nationalist operation.(6)
German fighter support became an essential

The tactical air force that developed in Germany as a

result of experience in Spain in close support was commanded

von Richthofen and became known as the VIII Air Corpsby

during World War 11.(7) The Luftwaffe supported the army in
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the first three years of World War II as well as any air force

of the war. In its favor, of course, was its overwhelming

numerical superiority. The air defenses of Flanders, Poland,

Norway, Greece, and Yugoslavia were very weak. This allowed

the Luftwaffe to operate smoothly. With its bases and supply

lines virtually untouched by enemy action it could attack from

almost any altitude, fly large numbers of sorties, and could

always concentrate more aircraft, when needed, against targets

important to the army.

But the outstanding accomplishments of the Luftwaffe from

1939 thru 1942 were not simply derived from its numerical

superiority. It had been very well prepared by its combat

experience in Spain and maneuvers with the army inby

In Spain German aircrews had gained valuableGermany.

experience flying under good and bad conditions. Problems of

flying in bad weather, from ill prepared runways, of aircraft

communications, of establishing therecognition, of field

combat suitability of several types of aircraft, and choosing

suitable bombs for varied strike missions were dealt with and

solved if possible.(8)

The proccupation with tactical airstrikes to support the

negligible military benefits obtained from thethearmy, and

terror bombing of cities in Spain rather than destroying

industrial targets led the Luftwaffe to ignore the importance

strategic bombing. Although Richthofenof long range

"relished" the destruction of Guernica, he singlemindedly

pursued the tactic of ground support.(9).
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invas ionGermany's of Poland on September 1, 1939,

beginning World II, provides a very good example of how the

Luftwaffe capitalized on lessons learned in Spain. In that

invasion it was Richthofen's responsibilty to provide air

support for the army. Following his tour of duty as the

(1938-1939), Richthofen hadcommander of the Condor Legion

most of his operations staff with him, and as a result itkept

the only staff of the Luftwaffe units used in the invasionwas

that had had recent experience in providing the army with

close air support.(10)

Richthofen's which consisted of four Stukacommand,

(groups),* one ground attack and one long-rangeGruppen

fighter Gruppe, was assigned the mission of breaching the

Polish frontier fortifications in order to allow the 10th Army

through and, afterwards, to aid an armored group in its

advance on Warsaw.

Due to his experience in Spain, Richthofen knew the most

efficient procedures to follow when calls for air support were

received from the army. His liasion officers, equipped with

radio vans or portable radios, were sent to the frontline.

They would then send requests for air support directly to

rather than going through the time consuming chainRichthofen,

of command of army division to corps and back to Luftflotte 4

(4th Air Fleet) to the appropriate air division.

★

A Luftwaffe Gruppe (group or wing) contained about thirty-
six aircraft.
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Another advantage of this system, learned in Spain, was

that army troops, whenever they needed either artillery or

air support, could depend on Luftwaffe liasion officers to

decide which would be the most effective. These officers

determine whether visibility for air strikes wascould

whether or not targets could be pinsufficient or not,

the air, and decide which types of aircraft --pointed from

bombers, divebombers, or attack aircraft should be used for

the attack.(11)

The effectiveness of air support for the army can be seen

in the opening hours of the campaign, when a Panzer (armor)

division was moving past the defenses at Tschenstochau. The

Luftwaffe's primary responsibility here was to blunt enemy

counterattacks and to protect the division's southern flank.

In performing this mission, Stukas destroyed the railway

station at Piotrikow just as Polish troops were detraining,

and also flew numerous strikes against troop columns near

Radomsko.

Two German Army corps called for support while advancing

toward the Warte river and the town of Dzialoszyn. In

of this operation a Do-17 was assigned to patrol oversupport

the Warte bridge near Radomsko in order to report on Polish

strafe and bomb enemy forces attempting toandmovements

destroy the bridge.

Air support was also very effective further west along

Following a dive bombing attack on Dzialoszyn bythe Warte.
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two wings of Stukas, the Germans captured the city "without

loss, in face of a foe who was seemingly paralyzed." Stukas

were also used to support the right flank of troops, which

had met strong enemy resistance southeast of Tschenstochau.

Air strikes here, led to the first surrender of a Polish

division on September 4.(12)

Combat support provided by Richthofen's command included

air strikes against the enemy at the front, and to his rear;

attacks on bridges, roads, communications centers, airfields,

and railways. With the aerial superiority and the air-to-

ground support of the Luftwaffe, German forces quickly over-

ran Poland.

Subsequently (1940), Denmark and Norway were conquered by

Denmark provided no military resistance to thethe Germans.

Nazis and their military forces were able to sieze the

country with ease. Norway provided a different scenerio in

contrast to Poland for Nazi military forces. Here, Germany

to be transported by ships for the invasion.Army units had

fiords and mountainous terrain of Norway also prevented aThe

Blitzkrieg attack. Coastal areas and ports were bombarded by

the navy and the Luftwaffe, troops were landed, and Norway

In Norway the Germans also had toeventually was defeated.

defend themselves against attacks from the airy naval, and

ground forces of Great Britain.

Using infantry and panzer divisions with air support, the

Germans easily over-ran the Low Countries (the Netherlands

and Belgium) and Luxembourg in 1940. As in Spain the tactic
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of terror bombing was used. The Dutch city of Rotterdam was

bombed the Luftwaffe. Tinyand virtually destroyed by

Luxembourg provided very little opposition to the Nazi war

machine which rapidly captured that nation.

In France (1940) the Germans faced stiffer resistance

poised by French forces and their British allies as well as

the famed Maginot Line (defensive fortifications along the

This fortified line, the Frenchfrontier with Germany).

believed to be impregnable, was broken by German Blitzkrieg

Some forts were simply by-passed by the Nazis whiletactics.

British army units that weredestroyed.others were

supporting the French were forced to retreat to the English

Channel at Dunkirk where they were evacuated by ships and

By the end of 1940, Nazi Germany was incivilian vessels.

control of all of Western Europe except for the neutral

Sweden), and Greatcountries (Spain, Switzerland and

Britain.

After securing France, the Germans began the Battle of

Britain, an air battle that included an attempt to destroy

the Royal Air Force (RAF) Fighter Command, and terror bomb

English cities, a strategy that the Nazis hoped would force

the British to capitulate. This segment of the war and its

relation to lessons learned in Spain is discussed in detail

in this chapter under the heading Fighter Employment and

Design .
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Operation Barbarossa, the invasion of the Soviet Union on

22, 1941, initially succeeded splendidly with the aid ofJune

close air support and interdiction missions flown by the

Luftwaffe. Air support enabled Field Marshal Erich von

Manstein's Panzer corps to advance about two-hundred miles by

the end of June.(13)

The success of close support and interdiction missions

was enhanced by the Luftwaffe's destruction of large numbers

of Soviet aircraft caught by surprise on the ground in the

early hours of the invasion on June 22. Fliegerkorps IV (4th

Air Corps) claimed the destruction of 142 planes on the

ground and only 16 in the air on the first day of the

invasion. 3y noon of that day, the Soviets had lost 523

in the air in the westernaircraft on the ground and 210

district. In about the first nine hours of the invasion, the

Soviet losses along the entire front totaled about 1,200

aircraft, according to German sources. (14)

The Luftwaffe and Stratetic Bombing

Luftwaffe Service Manual 16, printed in 1936, contained

the foundations of the thinking of German Air Force leaders

that would serve as a guide to the strategic and tactical

employment of the Luftwaffe in World War II. The manual

indicated that they were not in complete agreement with the

World renouned post-World War I airpower theorist General

Giulio Douhet, an Italian Air Force officer, who believed

that strategic airpower should be used to destroy a nation's
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industrial strength which is the source of its military

power.* The manual expressed the view that attacking an

sources of strength could be decisive, but emphasizedenemy's

that such action is not always so effective because such

attacks would not have a negative impact upon the enemy's

military forces until too late. Also, the strategic use of

airpower can tie down a substantial number of aircraft for a

long time, squadrons that could otherwise be used in the

direct support of combat operations.(15)

The Spanish experience caused most planners on the German

General Staff to ignore the concept of strategic bombing. An

occasional "after action" report emphasized the effect upon

the morale of the work force brought about by bombing cities;

such attacks allegedly resulted in bad descipline among the

Continuous attacks against a city with insufficientworkers.

allegedly caused deep depression among theair defenses had

population. the 1938 year book of the LuftwaffeHowever,

that the strategic use of airpower in Spain had notindicated

occurred for a variety of reasons. The Nationalists had the

ability to completely destroy Valencia, Barcelona, and

of politicalbut did do becauseMadrid, not so

These large cities contained industriesconsidérât ions.

★

A book that had a world-wide impact upon the theory of
strategic airpower following World War I was The Command of
the Air by General Douhet. In his book, Douhet advocated the
creation of an Independent Air Force and the use of it to
destroy a nations strategic warmaking capability.
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owned by many of Franco's wealthy supporters. Also the major

port cities were not destroyed because of the international

out cry that might have resulted from damage to foreign

merchant ships. Finally Franco would not allow weapons and

munitions plants to be bombed because there were few of them,

and they would be useful following a Nationalist victory.

After conversing with Luftwaffe officers during a visit

to Spain in 1938, an officer of the Seekriegsleitung (Naval

High Command) reached the following conclusion regarding

strategic bombing:

Disregarding the military success accompaning the
Luftwaffe's use in immediate support of army operations,
one gets the impression that our attacks on objects of
little military importance, through which in most cases
women and children . . . were hit, are not suitable means
to break an opponent's resistance. They seem to
strengthen his resistance. . . . The memory of the air
attack on Guernica by the (Condor) Legion still today
affects the population and permits no friendly feelings
for Germany in the population of the Basques, who
earlier, were thoroughly friendly to Germany and in no
manner Communistic.(16)

From their experiences in Spain, the Germans placed the

monofunctional strategic bomber on the back of the shelf and

picked up the idea of creating a multipurpose aircraft

capable of both heavy bombing and close support. In the late

thirties Hitler became enamored of this idea, and insisted

that such an aircraft be developed. A general who looked

upon such an aircraft with disfavor stated, "In the last

analysis it would seem that there is no such thing; the

of such experiments is bound to be a hybrid, incapableresult
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of fulfilling either mission properly(17) Experience would

prove him to be correct.

In pursuing the development of a multipurpose aircraft,

the General Staff ordered that the Ju-88, a twin-engined high

bomber, be able to carry two tons of bombs a distancespeed

of 2,000 miles, and that it also contain the ability to

del i ver its bombs by dive bombing, i. to combine0 . f

strategic with tactical uses.

Spain the Stuka (Ju-87) had proven to be very accuratein

in hitting targets using the dive bombing method. Because of

primitive bombsights available, at that time, divethe

bombing was more accurate and economical than carpet or area

bombing.(18) Germany's low munitions production capacity in

the late 1930's made wasteful use of bombs intolerable, and

also a factor promoting the concept of the dive-was

bomber.(19) Ernest Udet who was responsible for military

aircraft procurement, had been an advocate of dive bombing

since the early 1930's.

The conversion of the Ju-88 into a multi-purpose bomber

had a negative impact upon its flight characteristics; its

weight increased from seven to twelve tons, and its speed

from 312 to 187 miles per hour. Allegedly, a totaldecreased

of 250,000 engineering changes were made to the original

These modifications also delayed production byprototype.(20)

almost a year.(21) A more stable fuselage and the addition

dive brakes were two of the changes that were necessary inof
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order provide the aircraft with a dive-bombingto

capabi1ity. The Ju-87, which had proven so accurate in

combat, at 4.2 tons weighed about one-third as much as the Ju-

It also became apparent that a dive in the Ju-88 would88 .

be much more difficult to accomplish than in the Ju-87.

Captain Freiherr von Moreau, an experienced pilot who served

with the Condor Legion, died in the crash of a Ju-88 while

attempting such a maneuver.

attacks against naval targets and in action over MaltaIn

in World War II, the Ju-88 did perform as expected. But

because of its increased weight and flightgenerally,

characteristics, the Ju-88's dives were made at too shallow

some being no more than thirty degrees.angle At suchan

a low angle, its rockets were ineffective against hardened or

armored targets. Suchenwirth believes:

If the General Staff had not ordered these modifications
the spring of 1938, the Ju-88 would no doubt have been

ready for use earlier and the Luftwaffe would have had a
fast long range bomber at its disposal.(22)

in

Another bomber, the He-177, was also negatively affected

by the additional requirement that it contain a dive-bombing

This change was ordained in the middle of itsmode.

and along with its complex engine design,development,

virtually prevented this aircraft from ever becoming an

weapon in World War 11.(23) The He-177 waseffective

originally intended to be a long range bomber of thirty-two

tons. Because of the new dive-bombing requirement, engineers

decided to use a design in which two engines connected in
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tandem would turn one propeller. This arrangement proved to

be dangerous since the engines often overheated, causing

fires that resulted in crashes. The General Staff eventually

changed its mind and decided to go back to the original

design, but by that time it was to late to help Germany's war

It was not until 1944 that an experimental model waseffort.

ready for testing. It never went into mass production.

The devotion of the Luftwaffe to dive-bombers and fast

multi-purpose medium bombers a negative impact uponhad

fighter production. When the decision was made to apply the

fast bomber concept with dive-bombing capability to the Me-

a twin engined long range fighter, the plan included the110 ,

construction of a new engine for it. The Me-110 was meant to

replace the Ju-87 as a divebomber. It was in part the dive

bombing requirement that made the new model, the Me-210

Between 1941 and 1943, about 10,000 DB-601 engines,useless.

designed for the He-177's and Me-210's were produced but not

partially because of the dive bombing requirement.used, Ten

thousand more fighter aircraft could possibly have been

during if this fiasco had nottheseproduced years

occurred.(24)

Creation of an Experimental Division

In 1937 the Lehr Division, a Technical Development Flying

Unit, was formed for the purpose of experimenting with and

improving upon the lessons being learned in Spain. The

division accomplished its goals through experimentation and
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air force exercises and competitions. From 1937, the Lehr

Division was instrumental in the development of modern

aircraft which were being delivered to the Luftwaffe, in the

elimination of mechanical difficulties found in new aircraft,

and in discovering the best tactical use in which to employ

them. The division became a sort of post-graduate

institution that taught tactical lessons learned in Spain.

After the beginning of World War II the divison was believed

to have fulfilled its purpose. Its squadrons were integrated

into regular Luftwaffe combat units. (25)

Fighter Employment and Design

Even with the experience of the Spanish Civil War, the

failed to recognize the necessity of using long rangeGermans

fighters to protect formations of bombers on missions over

enemy territory. When the Luftwaffe acquired the fast He-111

medium bomber, which replaced the slow Ju-52, the General

Staff felt that fighters, originally intended as bomber

escorts, could be freed to hunt for targets of opportunity.

But the Special Staff W Daily Summari es*(1938) , from Spain,

show that the Bf-109's had to be used to protect bombers

until the possibility of interception had lessened before

could be released.(26) In the Battle of Britain,they

Luftwaffe bombers faced much stiffer opposition from the

modern fighters of the RAF than they had met in the Spanish

Civil War.

German bombers were unable to reach all areas of England

with the protection of fighter escorts. The limited range
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of the Bf-109's permitted them only to escort bombers over

southern England. This allowed industrial cities such as

Liverpool and Birmingham to remain largely free from air

raids and provided a haven in the north for Royal Air Force

(RAF) reserve squadrons.(27)

Early in the battle, over the English Channel, Luftwaffe

bombers dive bombersand (Ju-87's) were shown to be

susceptable to fighter attack, and their twin-engined Me-110

fighter demonstrated their inferiority versusescorts

attacking RAF Spitfires and Hurricanes. Therefore, all

escort work had to be provided Me-109's, which wereby

simultaneously engaged in a campaign to destroy the RAF

Fighter Command. air battles, the Bf-109 had proven itsin

equality with the Spitfire and superiority over the

Hurricane.

day's air battles demonstrated the crucial importanceOne

of effective fighter support. On August 15, 1940, a large

number of bombers and Me-110's flying fromGerman

Scandinavian airfields were destroyed by interceptors based

central and northern England. This made clear once and forin

all that without adequate Bf-109 protection day-light

missions over Great Britain were virtually impossible.(28)

The low fuel capacity of the Bf-109 reduced the area in

★

Special Staff W was responsible for all phases of German
intervention in Spain including the creation of the Condor
Leg ion.
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which it could battle with RAF fighters, as well as the time

i t could remain with bombers as an escort. In Spain their

range had been extended 125 miles with experimental drop

tanks. However, these drop tanks were not further developed

and used until later in World War II. The reason for this

probably was the Spanish experience, which showed that fast,

lightly armed medium bombers such as He-lll's and Do-17's

could outfly the Republican fighters and really needed no

The Luftwaffe's ability to attain immediate airescort.

superiority in the Polish, Norweigian, Danish, and French

campaigns reinforced this fatal confidence. The vulnerability

of the medium bombers when confronted with the effective

fighter defenses of the RAF was not recognized until after

began strikes against the Fighter Command, butthe Luftwaffe

that time it was too late to improve the armament and armorby

of the bombers. (29)

The failure of the Luftwaffe to break the back of the RAF

in the Spring and Summer of 1940 led to aFighter Command

decision to bring Britain to her knees through the terror

But Fighter Command, in September, wasbombing of London.

able to decisively rebuff these daylight raids; this led the

Germans to resort to night bombing which did not achieve its

i.e., to break the morale of the population, andobjectives ,

destroy aircraft plants and related industries. (30) In fact,

the terror raids on London caused the RAF to retaliate by

conducting similar raids on German cities such as Hamburg and

Dresden.
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(1) Innovations in Fighter Formations. As indicated in

Chapter III, a fighter attack formation was created in Spain

by Werner Molders, which was adopted by the Luftwaffe, and

subsequently used by virtually every air force in the

world. The formation was made possible thebynew

installation of radios in fighters beginning in the 1930's.

With the radio, the flight leader was able to direct in combat

the far flung element of his Rotte or Schwarm. Prior to the

installation of radios, fighter pilots had to fly in very

close formation with their leader in order to receive

directions from hand signals.

Group Captain J. E. Johnson of the RAF said, "Credit must

be given to the Germans for devising the perfect fighter

formation. When we eventually copied the Luftwaffe and adopted

this pattern we called it the 'finger four' because the

relative positions of the fighters are similar to a . . . view

of one's four finger tips."

Another factor that influenced the adoption of the new

fighter formations was the speed of the Bf-109. In Spain, the

learned its speed made close formationsthatGermans

impractical for combat. After his return from Spain, Molders

succeeded in making his new fighter formations the standard

the Luftwaffe's fighter command.(31) When thethroughout

began heavy bombing raids against Nazi dominated EuropeAllies

and Germany in World War II, the Rotte and Schwarm formations

enabled Luftwaffe fighters to attack bombers with less chance

of being hit by their gunners.
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Lieutenant Colonel Egon Meyer and Major Georg-Peter Eder,

together, using Molders' formations as a basis, developed the

head-on method of attacking four-engined bombers such as the

American B-17 Flying Fortress and the B-24 Liberator. They

discovered that the volume of .50 caliber machine gun fire

from these bombers was weakest in their forward hemisphere.

Thus, Eder and Meyer began blood curdling head-on dives

through bomber streams while firing their guns. The rapid

rate of closure attained in these dives gave the gunners of

the bombers only minimum time in which to track and fire on

their attackers. Tail and waist gunners, firing at German

fighters diving through their formations, sometimes damaged or

shot down their own bombers.(32)

(2) Luftwaffe Theory concerning the Use of Fighters.

With the advent of speedy monoplanes such as the Bf-109, it

was believed that the 'g' effect, which could cause pilots to

lose consciousness, would make high speed maneuvering and

dogfighting in Chapter III, the Spanish Civil War had given

German fighter pilots the opportunity to practice fighter

versus fighter tactics against the enemy.(35)

However, The idea prevailed in Germany that fighters

should be used to defend a specific area, an industrial

So, the Germans began to base fightersregion, for instance.

★

A "g" (gravity) represents the unit of force exerted on an
object when it is accelerated,
aircraft can inhibit
causing him to lose consciousness.

Pulling high g's in an
the flow of blood to the pilot's brain,
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in front of flak (antiaircraft) zones in sectors that were

considered vulnerable to attack. As a result of this policy

the few fighters available to defend Germany were widely

dispersed, a situation that could be exploited by Allied

bombers.

(3) Fighter Design. In the mid-1930's fighters of

advanced design began to relegate biplanes to obsolescence.

the ability to gain altitude rapidly, as well as moreSpeed,

qualitites of a fighter mostthepowerful guns were

desired . (36) Many designers favored inline liquid cooled

engines because they provided high power and a smaller frontal

area, which reduced drag, as compared to air cooled radiais.

They no longer believed in the usefulness of the biplane and

it began to disappear even though they were valued as ground

support aircraft in the Spanish Civil War and the early years

of World War II.

The fighter that emerged most triumphantly from the

conflict, and which featured all of the modernSpanish

accoutrements desired by pilots was the Bf-109. This fighter

was a monoplane constructed primarily of metal. 11 was

aerodynamically trim with a high-powered inline engine, a

retractable landing gear which helped to reduce drag, and an

It had an oxygen system for high altitudeenclosed cockpit.

flight, and in advanced models, powerful 20mm cannons.

Spanish Civil War, in so far as technology isThe

influence observershadconcerned, uponan
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as well as participants. Major Alexander P. de Seversky, a

noted pioneer in modern aviation was reinforced in his belief

fighter aircraft should have an inflight refuelingthat

capabi1ity. In World War I two of Seversky's fighter groups

(Russian navy) were responsible for protecting bombers on

their flights against fortifications and German harbors along

the Courland coast of the Baltic on the south shore of the

Gulf of Riga. His aircraft could accompany the bombers over

friendly waters, but because of insufficient range they could

not escort them over enemy shores. Seversky says:

Right there and then I began to work on the problems of
range extension for fighters, even including a scheme
for refueling them in the air while in flight.
Developments in the Japanese war in China and in the
Spanish Civil War reinforced my point of view
on this subject.(38)

The Spanish Civil War led to the development of long range

fighters and the addition of external fuel tanks to extend the

However the capability to refuelrange of existing models.

inflight did not come into general use until after World War

II .

In the Spanish Civil WarAnti-aircraft defenses.

obsolescent Republican aircraft were easy targets for German

20, 37 and 88mm anti-aircraft guns. The presence of these

batteries caused enemy aircraft to bomb from altitudes above

meters (13,000 feet), with a loss of precis i on. ( 39) The4,000

success of these German anti-aircraft batteries in Spain led

Wehrmacht planners to over rate their effectiveness.(40 )
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In 1935 anti-aircraft batteries had been placed under the

Luftwaffe's control. After the Spanish Civil War it was

accepted that they alone would be sufficient to defend German

territory from air attack in wartime, and no provision was

made for large fighter interceptor forces. When World War II

began, the Flak service (Fliegerabwehrkanone - anti-aircraft

cannon) contained a few thousand anti-aircraft cannon and

search lights. These weapons consisted of 20mm, 37mm, and

88mm guns. Heavier 105 and 128mm guns were in the development

stage at that time.

The majority of these guns were deployed around cities such

as Hamburg and Berlin or industrial targets in the Ruhr, and

in the Western Air Defense Zone which extended for about 375

along the Rhine from the Dutch border to Lake Constance.miles

This zone, which varied in width from twelve and a half to

miles, provided protection for the Westphaliansixty-two

industrial region, and for industries along the middle and

upper Rhine. The Flak service by September 1939 had 245

When fully equipped, the guns of thebatteries in the Zone.

service would provide at 23,000 feet an overlapping fieldFl ak

This arrangement, at the aircraft speeds of theof fire.

time, would direct five minutes of continuous fire from three

batteries at each enemy bomber traversing the Zone.

Germans failed to recognize, until after the war began,The

the problems that would emerge from their reliance upon anti-
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aircraft batteries as the primary mode of air defense. They

had developed land based radar systems that could detect the

of enemy aircraft at a range of ninety miles, but didapproach

not possess gunlaying radar necessary to accurately adjust

gunfire to the altitude, direction, and speed of enemy

bombers. Therefore, they had to depend upon sound and sight

in order to track attacking aircraft; a difficult endeavor at

night or under cloudy weather conditions.(41) Looking to the

future, they (c.1943) developed and adopted the Grossbatterie

(grand battery) composed of three six-gun batteries placed

side and controlled by three predictors and one radarside by

system.(42)

Even with advanced gunlaying equipment the destruction of

high flying bombers with massed anti-aircraft fire was very

For instance, during the early years of Worldproblematic.

War II an average of about 3,400 heavy flak shells were

expended for each bomber destroyed over Germany.(43)

of Anti-aircraft Guns as Field Artillery(1)The use

In Spain the Germans discovered that the 88mm anti-Weapons.

aircraft gun with its high muzzle velocity, range, accuracy,

and rapid rate of fire made it an outstanding anti-tank

it could also be used in close support of infantry.weapon,

These characteristics suggested that it be not soley used as

As they did in Spain, Germans inanti-aircraft weapon.(44)an

World War II began using the 88mm to support the army as a

Its accuracy as a fieldfield artillery and anti-tank gun.
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artillery weapon became legendary in the war.*

A good example of the use of anti-aircraft batteries to

support army troops in battle occurred during the battle for

liza in Poland on September 8, 1939. Here, the 1st Battalion

of the 22nd Flak Regiment, containing four batteries, had

advanced with the army in order to provide defense against

enemy aircraft. But, Polish aircraft had not been seen and in

rapid advance, range finding equipment had been held up inthe

traffic, rendering the regiment useless for air defense. When

German forces became bogged down under fire outside of the

town, the commander of the Flak regiment was ordered to

support them with his guns (20mm and 88mm). The Germans, of

course, knew about the penetrative power of 88mm flak shells

in a flat trajectory. In the vicinity of liza, the anti-f i red

aircraft batteries destroyed severalmachine gun nests, anti-

pos itions, hit Polish infantry with barrages, andtank

demolished the watch tower of a fort containing several

machine guns (Refer to Notes, Chapter IV, 45).

Air-Sea Operations

Air-sea operations in the Spanish Civil War made no great

impression upon the German High Command. Seaplane squadron

★

The original 88mm anti-tank gun fired 21 pound explosive
shells, containing timed fuzes, at fifteen rounds per minute
with a maximum ceiling of 32,400 feet. In September 1939 the
Luftwaffe ordered the production of an improved 88mm gun that
went into full service in 1943. This gun had a muzzle
velocity of 3,280 feet per second and an improved rate of fire
of twenty-five rounds a minute, as well as an improve range of
35,000 feet. (45)
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AS/88 of the Condor Legion had been restricted in attacking

vessels in international waters or in the port of Barcelona

because of political considerations. The squadron therefore

had directed its firepower chiefly at coastal shipping,

fishing vessels, coastal oil storage and supply facilities,

lines of transportation and communications inland from theand

pilots of AS/88 gained valuable experience flyingThecoast.

combat missions at night against these various targets. As a

result of these missions, AS/88 learned the usefulness of

timed-delay fused bombs, so that their aircraft could escape

the blast of their own bombs on low level missions.

noted, the commander of AS/88, Major Har1inghausen, hadAs

experimented with the use of air-launchedsuccessfully

torpedos in sinking ships. However, the German High Command

was not impressed by the results. In 1940, as the Chief of

Staff of Flieger Korps X, Har1inghausen expressed to Goering

his belief that the British could be coerced into peace

the loss of a major part of the Royal Navy,negotiations by

which was anchored at Scapa Flow without the protection of

In a memorandum to Goering, Har1inghausentorpedo nets.

Each aircraft would be armed withrequested sixty bombers.

two torpedos containing the Spanish modification (fins to

prevent torpedoes from diving too deep) which would allow them

to operate successfully after an air drop. He also suggested

same plan of attack that he had used successfully in Spainthe
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(Chapter III). Goering took the idea to Hitler who turned it

down. He probably was convinced the High Command thatby

torpedos were unreliable and did not want to risk a large

force of aircraft in such an attack. Not long after the

proposal, the British placed nets around their ships.

Lessons learned by AS/88 with conventional bombs and

improved aircraft were, however, put to effective use in

Using bombing techniques,World levellowWar II .

Har1inghausen alone sent 100,000 tons of Allied shipping to

Har1inghausen operated from Norway, inthe bottom of the sea.

the English Channel, and then in the Mediterranean in support

of Field Marshal Erwin Rommel's Afrika Korps. He was later

Fliegerfuhrer Atlantik (Airpromoted Commanderto

Atlantic).(47)

Navigational Aid to Bombing

Experience in Spain led German scientists to develop a

navigational aid to bombing. This navigational system, known

as the Knickebein (bent leg) system, was designed to enable

aircraft to locate and bomb targets at night or in bad

It consisted of two radio beams transmitted fromweather.

ground stations; one beam delineated the course to the target

the other crossed the first at the bomb release point.and No

special equipment was required for the aircraft because the

reciever used with the Knickbein system was the same one used

making ( Instrument Landing System) landingwhen ILS

Knickebein transmitters were located along theapproaches.
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coasts of the Netherlands and northern France. With this

system the Luftwaffe was the only air force in the world to

possess a radio navigational aid for bombing at the beginning

of the war. The system enabled bombers to navigate with some

degree of over central and southern England.accuracy

However, about two months after its discovery by the British,

the RAF had developed radio countermeasures to the system,

which successfully neutralized it. (48)

Military Air Transport

1930 and 1939 the production of transport aircraftBetween

in Europe was led by the German and Dutch firms, Junkers and

The Junkers Ju-52/3m, which appeared in the 1920s,Fokker .

was later mass produced to provide Germany with its standard

militay transport and invasion aircraft. (49) The German Ju-52

the primary aircraft used in carrying Franco's Nationalistwas

forces from Spanish Morocco to the Spanish mainland following

the outbreak of the Civil War. Concerning this, Professor

Suchenwirth says, "Despite the highly favorable experience

acquired in the beginning of the Spanish Civil War, this

branch of the Luftwaffe had been largely neglected."

As of June 1, 1939 the Training Division possessed the

only air transport groups in the entire Luftwaffe. These were

the 1st and 2nd Special Duty Bomber Groups which were equipped

The plan was to eventually equip them with four-with Ju-52's .

which could carry heavy weapons andJu-90's,engined
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vehicles, but this plan never materialized.* According to

Suchenwirth:

It was the task of Luftwaffe leaders to supplement the
manual ( Luftwaffe Service Manual 16) ... in
light of subsequent developments in weapons and
equipment, from experiences gained during the Spanish
Civil War. . . . The section on air transportation
. . . could . . . have been revised on the basis of
the air transport experiences of Ju-52 units in Spain
during 1936. ... It would have spurred the
organizational experts on to think in terms of
establishing a really firm structure for the
employment of this new air arm. Unfortunately for the
Luftwaffe, this manual was never revised before the
outbreak of the war.(50)

Another factor which had a negative impact upon the

of a military transport service prior to Worldes tablishment

War II was the emphasis by the Nazis upon the production of

combat aircraft rather than transport models.

In Production Plan no. 4 (January 11, 1937), Goering

modernize the Luftwaffe'sspec ified changes meant to

Bf-109's were to be increased from 758 to 1,400aircraft.

and D0-17F's from 270 to 444. The production of transports

and trainers would be reduced. Junkers, and Heinkel were

ordered to "focus their developmental work on bombers with

which they had a particular advantage." The emphasis on

producing fighters and bombers rather than transports can be

seen in the following figures: Prior to March 31, 1937, 839

★

These Special Duty Transport Groups were probably given
designation "Bomber" in order to instill morale in theirthe

crews who considered transport duty mundane.
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Ju-52 transports had been produced; from April 1, 1937 to

September 30, 1938 only 153 came off the assembly

lines. (51)

Generalmajor Fritz Morzik who was the Chief of Air

Transport in 1945, said about the neglect of establishing an

air transport service prior to World War II:

By the time World War I had come to an end, the concepts
of aircraft employment in terms of reconnaissance,
fighter, and bomber aircraft had become well
es tablished.
the war and the data collected through the study of
foreign air forces were carefully evaluated and were
put to good use when the German Air Force came into
being as an independent branch of the armed forces.
Both organization and chain of command were largely
based upon this body.

The experience gained by Germany during

It was not until the period between the two wars, however,
that the possibility of military air transport was even
taken into consideration, and that was a result of
the tremendous expansion in commercial freight and passenger
flight. From today's vantage point it seems incredible
that Germany's military leaders paid scant attention to
these developments in commercial aviation.

Under the circumstances, then, it was not until World War II
that the tremendous versatility inherent in the utilization
of aircraft in the transport missions faced by a modern
military force could be demonstrated. And even then, such
utilization was not due to planned development, there was no
body of experience to fall back on and no doctrine to refer
to for potentialities and 1imitations.(52)

Eventually, the Germans put together a transport service

that not only consisted of old Ju-52's but contained many new

types of aircraft such as the Ju-290, the BV-222, and the Me-

The Ju-290 could carry vehicles and cargo 4,000 miles at323 .

12,000 feet with a cruising speed of 280 miles per hour. The
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(a sea transport) had a range of 4,350 miles and a loadBV-222

capacity of about ten tons. When used as a troop transport it

could carry eighty men and their equipment. The Me-323 was

designed to carry particularly heavy loads. This six-engined

aircraft could lift a load of twelve tons; a heavier load than

any other German transport.(53)

Although the Italian contribution to the Nationalists was

much greater in quantity than that of the Germans, they did

significantly to advances in tactics orcontributenot

developments in military weapons. The best Italian fighter,

used throughout the Civil War, was the biplane CR-32. It

performed very well against oviet fighters such as the 1-16

Since the CR-32monoplane, but its design was outmoded.

so well in combat in Spain, Italian aircraftperformed

designers were erroneously led to believe that fighters should

be, above all, light and maneuverable, and that the 12.7mm

machine gun was sufficient. Therefore, the Italians continued

to build biplanes such as the CR-33, 40, 41, and the CR-42;

these aircraft were the most numerous in Italian squadrons at

the beginning of World War II. However, they did experiment

with monoplane designs such as the Fiat G-50 that flew in

Spain, and in World War II, monoplanes such as the Fiat G-55,

the Macchi C-200 and 202, and the Reggio Re-2000 all saw

service. (54)

THE SOVIET EXPERIENCE

Like the Germans, the most significant lesson learned by

the Soviets through their participation in the Civil War was
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to favor the tactical use of airpowec at the expense of its

strategic use. SB-2 medium bombers, which proved vulnerable

to enemy fighters, were used in Spain. They also adopted the

new fighter formations that were created by the Germans in

Spain (Rotte and Schwarm) , and used them against the Luftwaffe

in World War II. In Spain the Soviets had the opportunity to

test incendiary bombs and develop tactics for their use.

Soviet SB-2's with a 500 kg (1,100 lb.) bomb capacity were

used as tactical bombers against, for example, airfields.

They did not bomb towns.(55)

The Soviets gained valuable combat experience, but losses

Russianhigh pilots found themselves at aandwere

disadvantage against those of the better trained and better

equipped Condor Legion. The chief inspector of the Soviet Air

Force coordinated reports of commanders returning from Spain

and their proposals for improving combat efficiency. In

the 1-16 fighter was criticized for its handlingthese,

difficulties at low altitudes and speeds. The 1-15 was

criticized for its fixed landing gear, which slowed its speed

inadequate firepower,aircraft hadsubstantially. Both

especially for destroying bombers, and their gunsights were of

They were also ridiculed for their lack ofpoor quality.

radios and oxygen systems; flight leaders had to communicate

with their flight elements by using hand signals. The SB-2

was criticized for its inadequate defensive armament, and

It was also the pilots' belief thatsmall bomb load capacity.
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SB-2 ' S should have their inline engines replaced with air-

cooled radiais.(56)

Soviet airmen returning from Spain in 1938 and 1939 were

impressed by the German supremacy in tactics andvery

equipment. Apparent to them was the need for the USSR to

design new generation of fighters and ground attacka

They also recognized the need to develop betteraircraft.

coordination between the army and air support units, and to

improve the quality of aircraft engines and armament, as well

as the air defense tactics of fighters.

In some indeterminate measure, experience gained in Spain

was lost because of Stalin's purges of the late 1930's which

decimated the officer corps of its field grade officers. A

men who returned from Spain were victims oflarge number of

these purges.

The officer corps was viewed with suspicion by Stalin and

he seriously weakened it through the purges at a time when

external danger to the USSR was growing. The purges, which

began in 1934, first swept through the ranks of the Communist

party and after 1937 spread to the military. As a result, the

branches of the military was seriouslyleadership of all

In 1938 Ya. I. Alksnis, the commander in chief ofdepleted.

Soviet Air Force, as well as deputy commissar for defense,the

Other high ranking air force officers who diedwas executed.

in the purges were V.V. Khripin, chief of the air staff and

head of the Special Purpose Air Army; B. V. Troyankev of the
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Air Force Political Directorate; A. I. Todorskiy, chief of the

Zhukovskiy Air Force Academy; and most of the air force

district commanders.

General Smushkevich, a veteran of the Spanish conflict,

who assumed command of the Soviet Air Force in 1939 and a

recipient of the USSR's highest military award, Hero ofrecent

the Soviet Union, was also purged. He was replaced by another

veteran of the Spanish Civil War, General Pavel Rychagov, who

was disgraced in the wake of Air Force losses in the first

days of the Nazi invasion. The replacements for all of the

officers minimal experience andpurged generally had

training . (57)

Stalin did not seem favorably impressed by the performance

of his air force units in Spain. In a speech on May Day,

1937, he disputed the importance of aviation alone in winning

a war and praised the role that artillery has played in all

Probably as a result of his attitude, by 1939 bomberswars.

constituted only 26 percent of the Soviet air force; this was

a four percent reduction from 1935. There was also no effort

to produce new models (bombers and fighters), which severly

When the Nazi invasionhurt the Soviet Union in 1941.(58)

began in 1941 the Soviet air force consisted of twelve air

8,000 to 10,000 aircraft. Much ofdivisions containing about

its fighter force at the time consisted of Spanish Civil War

vintage I-15's and I-16's.(59)
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As a result of their Spanish experience, the Soviets did

modify some of their existing 1-15's and 16's. A new version

of the 1-15 was produced, which was designated the 1-153.

it too, proved to be no match for the Bf-109 in WorldHowever,

War 11.(60)

folding fighter)(istrebitel' skladno iISAn

was developed that was able to convert from aprototype

biplane configuration to a monoplane while in flight. Each

lower wing was hinged at its root and at the landing gear

point. In order to change from biplane toattachment

monoplane configuration, hydraulic actuators raised the lower

wing sections upwards and inwards into recesses in the sides

The landing gear was simultaneously raisedof the fuselage.

in the "retracted lower wing section and theinto a well

outboard wing section was drawn into a recess in the upper

Due to the need for orthodox fighter aircraft to defendwing."

against the Luftwaffe, the IS program wasthe USSR

discontinued in the latter months of 1941.(61)

Early in World War II Soviet fighter pilots tended to lack

initiative or flexibility in combat. Whenever they were

attacked by enemy fighters they either gathered themselves in

a "defensive circle" for mutual coverage or flew toward their

own lines in "snake" formation at low altitude hoping to draw

pursuing German fighters into Soviet anti-aircraft fire. This

dangerous maneuver caused the loss of many Soviet fighters.

situationin 1941, this began change.toHowever
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Lieutenant Alexandr I.Pokryshkin, the second ranking Soviet

and Allied air ace of World War II (fifty-nine victories),

introduced tactics that took advantage of the best attributes

of Red aircraft.

Pokryshkin's tactics involved "altitude, speed, maneuver,

fire." Early in the war two or three fighters flew together

in a Zveno (flight literally, link). Later, the Soviets

adopted the German fighter formations that had been devised by

Molders in Spain (the Rotte and Schwarm) . ( 62) The basic

tactical Para (pair) consisted of two fighters; one the

attacker and the other the defender. Using this basic

formation, a Zveno consisted of two Para, one offensive and

the other defensive. After 1942 a Gruppa (group) was formed

from three or four Para totaling six to eight fighters.

Greater tactical flexibility was given by the change to the

Zveno-para formation. was used extensively in the BattleIt

of Moscow and became standard in 1942. The Para, Zveno, and

Gruppa became the basic Soviet fighter combat elements for the

duration of the war.(63)

In Spain the Soviets discovered that their 1935 1937

vintage aircraft such as the 1-15 and 1-16 were diffident,

that their SB-2 medium bombers were inferior to the Germanand

Both Soviet fighters and bombers hadHe-lll's and Do-17's.

the Bf-109's of the Condor Legion.been easy conquests for

However, not until after the invasion of the USSR by Germany

did the Soviets focus attention on procuring the very latest
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designs. Monoplane type fighters such the Mig-3as

interceptor; the Yak-1 and 3 fighter; La-5 fighters; and the

renowned 11-2 Shturmovik attack fighter were rushed into

They also built new bombers such as the Pe-8 four-production.

engined heavy bomber; the 11-4 medium bomber; and the Pe-2

divebomber, a derivative of which served as a long range high

altitude fighter.(64)

As in their operations in Spain, Soviet bombers in World

War II concentrated on close support missions. They rarely

attacked deep behind the front lines.

SUMMARY

It is by now clear that the Spanish Civil War had both a

positive and negative impact on the development of aerial

tactics and technology, specifically in World War II.

The value of airpower in a tactical and ground support

role was fully realized in Spain by Germany and to a lesser

extent by the Soviet Union and Italy.

Spain the Germans learned the effectiveness of aircraftIn

in providing ground support for the army and effective means

direct such support: the use of forwardin which to

aircontrollers, assigned to infantry units, using radios to

against important targets. In Worlddirect Attack aircraft

War II they used this method to control air strikes with the

addition of airborne controllers. The use by the Germans of

aircraft with tanks and infantry in attacks became known as
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the Blitzkrieg (Lightning War) in World War II. This method

was used by them in the invasions of Poland, the Netherlands,

France, and the Soviet Union.

Because of their success in using of fast armed medium

bombers against inadequately defended targets in Spain, the

Germans neglected the value of strategic bombing during World

different reasons the Soviets also ignored thisWar II. For

However, in Spain the Germans did use bombers asconcept.

terror weapons against populations, Guernica being the most

infamous example. In World War II they carried out similar

against cities in England and on continental Europe withraids

The neglect of the bomber as a strategicmuch less effect.

weapon by both Germany and the Soviet Union denied both

the ability to attack distant targets in World War II.nations

If the Germans had developed a force of long range four-

engined bombers, they would have been able to bomb industrial

east of the Ural mountains where they had beenplants

relocated after the Nazi invasion of the USSR.

In Spain the Germans obtained effective results using the

Stuka divebomber, which led the Luftwaffe General Staff to

believe, erroneously, that every fighter or bomber should have

a divebombing capability. Its obsession with divebombing had

a negative impact on bomber and fighter production in Germany

on the performance and employment of some new models.and For

example, Hitler insisted that the new Me-262 jetfighter be
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a divebomber. This contradicted the desire ofused as

to use this new jet in the bomberLuf twaf fe generals

interceptor role for which it was designed. The Germans also

discovered that the Stuka which performed very well in Spain

against light opposition did not perform equally well in

Fighter pilots found it to be easy prey;World War II.

especially after it began its pull-up from a dive. The

concentration on the divebombing concept also hindered the

Germans in developing effective optical bombsights for high

altitude bombing.

The German reliance on lightly armed medium bombers in

Spain led them to erroneously downgrade the importance of long

range fighter escorts to protect bomber formations early in

World War II. This led to a dispersion of Germany's fighter

forces, which were relegated to a defensive role working in

conjunct ion with anti-aircraft batteries. In Spain, the

Germans developed and used external fuel tanks to extend the

range of fighters, but this new innovation was discontinued

after the end of the Civil War and not taken up again until

later in World War II when Luftwaffe planners realized that

bombers needed the protection of long range fighter escorts.

Problems in finding targets in inclement weather and at

night in the Civil War, led German scientists in 1939 to

develop a navigational aid to bombing (the Knickebein System),

which proved valuable in helping pilots to find targets in

the Battle of Britain. However theEngland during
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British developed that nullfied itscountermeasures

usefulness.

When the Condor Legion went to Spain it also brought along

88mm batteries to defend Legion airfields from air attack.

The anti-aircraft guns performed well against Republican and

Soviet attacks. This led the Germans to rely upon artillery

their primary air defense weapon along with fighteras

interceptors. A positive lesson learned from the use of the

88mm anti-aircraft gun in Spain was its value as an anti-tank

weapon and field artillery piece, roles which it performed

very effectively in World War II.

Despite their experience in Spain, the Germans failed to

learn the value of creating a military air transport service.

The General Staff placed a higher priority in 1937 on using

scarce raw materials (aluminum for example) and production

produce fighters and bombers rather thanfacilities to

transports.

In Spain the Germans blooded the modern Bf-109 fighter in

It proved to be the premier fighter in the war andcombat.

Nationalist to regain air superiority. Thehelped the

commander of a Messerschmitt squadron in Spain the Rotte and

Schwarm as combat fighter formations, which were adopted by

the Soviets and the RAF in World War II, and came to be used

by virtually evey air force in the world.

Germans, also as a result of experience in the SpanishThe

found that the 12.7mm machine guns were notCivil War,

adequate weapons for the Bf-109 and subsequently installed
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20mm automatic cannons in them.

The Soviets, following their intervention in Spain, did

improve their aircraft except for the modification ofnot

engines and the addition of heavier caliber guns in fighters

produce more modern types until after they became involvedor

in World War II. Also, many Soviet officers who returned from

Spain were victims of Stalin's purges of the late 1930's

the Soviet Air Force he value of their lessons learneddenying

in that conflict.

Spanish Civil War was the arena for the mostThe

and significant contributions to military aviationinfluential

World Wars I and II. Most of the work was accomplishedbetween

by the Germans and much of it had a positive influence upon

air forces of the world. Some of what learned in Spain,

especially in the development of new fighter formations and

use of airpower to provide close air support for the army,the

the air forces of the worldare accepted tactics used by

today.

# # #
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Appendix: Aircraft Characteristics and Performance

German

Fighters, Attack Aircraft, and Dive-bombers

Arado Ar-68. Biplane fighter and attack aircraft. Engine:
One BMW VI 12 cylinder v-type, rated at 675 hp.
Maximum speed: 330 km/hr.(205 mph) at sea level.
Operational ceiling: 7,400 meters (24,278 feet) . Range:
500 kms (311 miles). Armament: Two 7.9 mm machine guns
mounted in the upper portion of the fuselage (front) .

Landing gear: Fixed. Radio: None.
Remarks: Used as a night fighter, and attack aircraft for
ground support missions in Spain.
Source: Kenneth Munson, Fighters Between the Wars,
Including Attack and Training Aircraft 1919-1939 (New
York: MacMillan, Co., 1970.) p. 55.

Heinkel He-51. Biplane fighter and attack aircraft. Engine:
One BMW (liquid cooled) rated at 750 hp. Maximum Speed
(sea level) -- 330 km/h (195 mph). Operational Ceiling:
7,700 meters (25,262 ft.). Armament: Two 7.92mm machine
guns synchronized to fire through the propeller arc.
Bomb Load: Six 10 kg. (22 lb.) fragmentation bombs
attached to wing racks. Radio: None. Landing gear: Fixed.
Source: Salvadore Relio, Aviación En La Guerra De España
V. I. (Madrid: Libreria y Editorial, 1969), p. 23 and 25
and Munson, 54 .P.

Heinkel He-112B. Monoplane fighter. Engine: One Junkers
Jumo 210Ea, inverted v-type, 12 cylinders (liquid cooled),
and rated at 680 hp. Maximum speed: 510 km/hr. (317 mph)
at 4,000 m.(13,123 ft.). Range: 1100 kms. (683 miles).
Landing gear: Fixed.
Operational ceiling: 8,500 m.(27,887 feet). Armament: one
20mm cannon in each wing and one 7.9mm machine gun in each
side of the fuselage (forward of the cockpit). This
fighter contained racks for carrying three 10 kg. (22 lb.)
bombs under each wing. landing gear: Retractable.
Remarks: The He-112 was flown only on experimental
flights in Spain and was never furnished to regular
fighter squadrons. In World War II, the He-112 was flown
primarily by Germany's Allies (Hungary, for example).
Source: Munson, 85.P-
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Henschel HS-123A-1. Biplane (all metal) single seated dive-
Engine: One BMW 132Dc radial, rated at 880 hp.
speed: 400 kms/hr. (248 mph). Range: 855 kms (530
Armament: Two 7.92mm machine guns.

bomber.
Maximum
miles).
Bomb Load: One 250 kg. (550 lb.) bomb under the fuselage,
and four 50 kg. (110 lb.) bombs under the wings. Landing
Gear: Fixed. Remarks: The Hs-123 in contrast to the Ju-

87, had no dive-brakes. Its dive-speed limitation was 565
km/hr. (350 mph). In contrast to older biplanes, the mid
30's vintage Hs-123 contained only two main braces
supporting the upper and lower wings which decreased
drag. Sixteen Hs-123's served in Spain; the surviving
fourteen were given to the Spanish Air Force in 1940.
Spanish pilots dubbed it the Angelito.
Source: Peter C. Smith, Dive Bomber! An Illustrated
History (Annapolis: Naval Institue Press, 1982), p. 71 and
79 .

Junkers Ju-87B (Stuka). Monoplane two seated divebomber.
Engine: One Jumo 211 12 cylinder inverted vee, rated at
1,150 hp at 4,880 meters (16,000 feet). Maximum speed:
336 km/hr (210 mph) at 16,000 feet. Service ceiling:
7,470 meters (24,500 feet). Range with a 500 kg. (1,100
lb.) bomb load: 590 kms (370 miles). Armament: Two
machine guns (one in each wing) and a flexible machine

in the rear cockpit. Landing gear: Fixed. Bomb load:
either one 500 kg.

the fuselage or one 250 kg.
fuselage and four 50 kg. (110 lb.) bombs under the wings.
Communications system: Radio equipped. Remarks: The first
Stukas sent to Spain were ju-87A's; B models entered the
conflict in December 1938.
Source: Leonard Bridgeman, Compiler and Editor, Jane's,
1941, (New York: MacMillan Co

gun
Two standard loads;
under

(1,100 lb.) bomb
(550 lb.) bomb under the

1942) p. 84c and 85c.• /

Messerschmitt Bf-109. Monoplane fighter. Engine: One Jumo
210D (liquid cooled), rated at 700 hp(Jumo 210G). Maximum
Speed (sea level): 407 km/h (292 mph). Operational
ceiling: 9,182 meters (30,149 feet). Armament (Bf-109D):
Four machine guns. Messerschmitts could also carry 22 lb.
fragmentation bombs on wing racks. Radio: Equipped for
air to air and air to ground communications. Landing
gear: Retractable.
Remarks: Bf-109B's, with which the Condor Legion was
initally equipped, contained only three 7.9mm machine
guns; two mounted in the upper portion of the nose
assembly and one firing thru the propeller hub. The D
model not only contained an additional machine gun, but
could also remain in flight for 125 minutes as compared to
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95 minutes for the Bf-109B. Thus the D, with alittle more
firepower, could accompany bombers on longer range
missions. The Bf-109D remained the Condor Legion's
standard fighter from the autumn of 1938 until the end of
the Civil War. Later models of the Messerschmitt were

armed with a combination of machine guns and automatic
cannons (20mm).
Sources: Karl Drum, The German Air Force in the Spanish
Civil War (unpublished manuscript) at the Air University,
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama: p. 30 and 31.
Munson, 84 .P-

Transports, Bombers, and Reconnaissance Aircraft

Monoplane bomber/reconnaissance aircraft.Dornier Do-17.
Crew: Pilot, radio operator, bombardier, and observer.
Engines: Two BMW 132N's (DO-17P) equipped with
superchargers that developed 1,000 hp each on take-off.
Operational ceiling: The superchargers enabled the DO-17P
to cruise above 6,096 meters (20,000 feet).
Three flexible machine guns.
Cameras: Reconnaissance models carried cameras with 210

Armament :

and 500mm lenses. Bomb load: Bomb loads varied from model
to model.
Source: Raymond L. Proctor, Hitler's Luftwaffe in the
Spanish Civil War (Westport, Connecticut: Greewood Press,

1983) , p. 94.

Heinkel He-111. Monoplane bomber. Crew: Pilot, radio
operator, bombardier, and tail gunner. Engines: Two
Damiler-Benz DB-600's of 950 hp. These engines were
equipped with superchargers for high altitude flight.
Maximum speed: 371 km/h (230 mph) at 4,023 meters (13,200
feet). Communications and navigation systems: radio
equipped and fully capable of instrument (IFR) flight.
Armament: Three flexible machine guns. Maximum bomb load:
1,504 kgs. (3,308 lbs.).
Remarks: By the end of 1937, the new He-111's had
completely replaced the Ju-52's of the Condor Legion's
bomb group. Source: Drum, 26 .P.

Heinkel He-59. Biplane seaplane (torpedo-
bomber/reconnaissance). Engines: Two liquid cooled BMW 16
cylinder V-types of 660 hp. Performance: A maximum speed

Maximum range --

(950 miles). Service ceiling -- 1,000 meters (3,280
Armament: One flexible 7.9mm machine gun, each, in

Bomb load: 1,000

at sea level of 220 km/h (137 mph).
1,300
f t . ) .

the nose, dorsal and ventral positions,
kgs (2,205 lbs.).
Source: Elke C. Weal, Combat Aircraft of World War Two
(New York: MacMillan Publishing Co., 1977), p.112.
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Monoplane transport/bomber. Engines: Three
845 hp (each engine), Maximum speed at

11,000 feet with a bomb load; 150 mph. Maximum range:
1,360 kms (843 miles). Landing gear: Fixed.
Armament: Initially, one machine gun in the tail area and
one under the fuselage in a primitive position known as
the "pot", both aimed toward the rear; later, forward
fireing machine guns were installed in the wings (inboard
of the engines). Bomb load: Maximum of 3,307.5 lbs. which
had to be reduced in Spain to less than 3,000 lbs. because
of inadequate runways (too short or uneven ground) and the
extensive quantities of fuel required for long flights.
The bombardier operated a mechanical bombsight from the
"pot" (a ventrally located gondola), and could make minor
adjustments to the flight course by actuating an auxiliary
rudder.

Junkers ju-52.
BMW-132 radiais

Radio: Radio equipment was limited to a direction
finding system; there was no air to air communications or
intercomm capability on early models.
Source: Drum,
Source for range (Ju-52/3mE) : Bridgeman, Jane1s 1941,
84c.

25 and 26.P.
P-

Italian Aircraft

Fighters, and Attack Aircraft (Dive-bombers)

Fiat CR-32. Biplane Fighter. Engine: One Fiat A30RA 12
cylinder v-type of 600 hp. Maximum speed: 375 km/hr. (233
mph) at 3,000 meters (9,843 feet). Operational ceiling:
9,000 meters (29,528 feet). Range: 751 Kilometers (466
miles). Armament: Two 12.7mm Breda-SAFAT machine guns in
the upper front portion of the fuselage. Landing Gear:
Fixed.
Remarks: The CR-32 was capable of carrying a 100 kg. (220
lb.) bomb load beneath its fuselage.
Source: Munson, 64 .P-

Breda Ba-65bis. Monoplane attack/Dive-bomber). Engine: One
Fiat A80RC41, 14 cylinder radial of 1,000 hp.
Maximum speed: 411 km/h (255 mph) at 4,300 meters (14,108
feet). Operational ceiling: 7,900 meters (25,919 feet).

1,100 kms (683 miles) .

One 12.7mm and one 7.7mm Breda-SAFAT machine gun
in each wing, and one 7.7 machine gun located in a dorsal
turret. Bomb load: 1,000 kgs. (2,200 lbs.) of bombs
mounted under its wings.

94, .

Range :
Armament :

Source: Munson, P-
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Bombers

Savoia-Marchette SM-79. Monoplane (low-winged)
bomber/reconnaissance aircraft. Accomodation: Pilot,
co-pilot, radio operator, bombardier, and flight
engineer. Engines: Three Alfa-Romeo 126RC.34 nine
cylinder radial supercharged engines, each rated at 750
hp. Maximum speed: 416 km/h (260 mph) at 3,500 meters
(11,500 feet). Service ceiling: 7,000 meters (22,960
feet). Range: 1,600 kms (1,000 miles). Armament: Four
fixed forward firing machine guns, one on a mounting
firing forward, and two on movable mountings aft of the
wings, one above and one below the fuselage. A fourth gun
was installed on sliding mounting inside the rear
portion of the fuselage for defense on both sides. Bomb
load: 1,000 kgs (2,200 lbs.). In lieu of bombs, two
torpedos could be carried under the fuselage. Instruments:
Radio, direction 'finding system and an intercomm.
Source: Jane's, 1941, 110c.P.

Savoia-Marchetti SM-81. Monoplane (low-winged) bomber.
Engines: Three Piaggio Stella X BC radiais of 700 hp
each. Maximum speed: 338 km/h (211 mph) at 3,000 meters
(9,840 feet). Service ceiling: 7,000 meters (22,000
feet). Range: 1,500 kms (930 miles). Armament: Four 12mm
machine guns located in two hydraulically operated turrets
(dorsal and ventral); a fifth gun could be fired from
waist positions near the tail.
Remarks: If used as a troop carrier, the SM-81 could carry
18 fully equipped soldiers. There is no information from
Relio or Jane1s (1941) regarding the bomb load of the SM-
81, but based on its design it was probably equivalent to
that of the SM-79.
Source: Relio, v. 3, 45 .P-

Soviet Aircraft

Fighters

Polikarpov 1-15. Biplane fighter. Engine: One Wright Cyclone
radial (built under license) of 715 hp. Maximum speed:
369 km/h (229 mph) at 3,048 meters (10,000 feet).
Operational ceiling: 9,800 meters (32,152 feet). Range:
502 kilometers (311 miles). Radio: none. Landing gear:
Fixed. Armament: Four 7.62mm machine guns.
Remarks: Open cockpit.
Source: Munson, p. 47.
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Polikarpov
radial.

Monoplane fighter. Engine: One 1,000 hp
Radio: none.

1-16 .

Maximum speed: 451 km/h. (280 mph).
Landing gear: Manually retractable; equipped with a tail
skid. Armament: Two 7.62mm ShKas machine guns.
Remarks: The 1-16 was the first monoplane fighter with a
fully retractable landing gear and enclosed cockpit to
enter squadron service anywhere in the world. A total of
476 I-16's were supplied to the Spanish Republic.
Source for aircraft flight characteristics and armament:
Robin Higham and Jacob Kipp, Editors, Soviet Aviation and
Air Power: A Historical View (Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press, 1977), p. 51.

Source for remarks: John WR Taylor, Air Facts and Feats
(New York: The Two Contients Publishing Co 1974), p. 79.• f

Bombers, Attack, and Reconnaissance Aircraft

Polikarpov R-5. Monoplane reconnaissance/bomber. Engine: One
M-17F of 680 hp. Maximum speed: 200 km/h (124 mph) at
3,000 meters (9,840 ft.). Service ceiling: 6,400 meters
(20,997 feet). Range: 800 kms (497 miles). Armament:
Two 7.62mm machine guns; one fixed, forward firing in the
nose of the fuselage and one flexible in the rear cockpit.
Bomb load: 400 kgs (882 lbs).
Source: Weal, 216 .P-

An attack version of the R-5. Engine: One
Armament: Seven 7.62mm machine guns;

Polikarpov R-Zet.
AM-3 4 N of 750 hp.
five (fixed) forward firing in the nose section, and two
(flexible
lbs) .

in the rear cockpit). Bomb load: 500 kgs (1,102

Source: Weal, p. 216.

Tupelov SB-2. Monoplane bomber. Engines: Two M-100,s
(liquid cooled-inline) of 830 hp. Maximum speed: 411 km/h
(255 mph) at 4,000 meters (13,125 feet). Service ceiling:
8,500 meters (27,887 Feet). Range: 1,200 kilometers
(746 miles). Armament: Four 7.62mm machine guns; two in
the nose section, and one each in dorsal and rear ventral
positions. Bomb load: 1,000 kgs (2,200 lbs).
Source: Weal, 216 .P.

Spanish (Nationalist and Republican aircraft)

Transports, Bombers, and Fighters

Douglas DC-2. Monoplane transport (low cantilevered):
Engines: two Wright-Cyclone radiais of 710 hp at 2438 M.
(8,000 ft.), turning three - bladed metal propellers.
Maximum speed: 340 km/hr. (210 mph). Ceiling: 7,000
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meters (22,966 ft.). Range: 1,738 kms (1,078 miles).
Landing gear: Main landing gear retracted halfway into the
engine nacelles, reducing drag. Comm/nav. systems:
Equipped with a radio receiver/transmitter and
navigational instruments. Remarks: The DC-2 was produced
by the Douglas Aircraft Corporation in the United States.
The EAR used this aircraft both as a transport and a
bomber.
Source: John W. R. Taylor, Ed. Jane's 100 Significant
Aircraft: Milestones of the Air (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1969), 78 .P-

Potez 540. Bomber and reconnaissance aircraft. Engines: Two
twelve cylinder liquid cooled Hispano-Sui zas of 690 hp.
Maximum speed: 239 km/h (148 mph) at 4,000 meters (13,123
ft.). Range: 1,200 kms (744 miles). Ceiling: 10,000
meters (32,808 ft.) . Armament: Three 7.5mm machine guns
mounted in turrets located in the nose, ventral, and
dorsal areas of the fuselage. Bomb load: Ten 56 kg (123
lb.) bombs in the bomb bay and four 225 kg (496 lb.) bombs
loaded externally. Communications system: Equipped with a
radio rece i ver-transmitter. Remarks: This French produced
bomber used by the EAR was also equipped to carry cameras
mounted obliquely and vertically in the fuselage.
Source: Relio, Vol. 3,

Weal,
65 .P-

98 .P.

Bloch 200. Bomber. Engines: Two fourteen cylinder
Gnome-Rhone radiais of 900 hp. Performance: Maximum speed
at sea level; 240 km/h (149 mph). Maximum speed at 4,300
meters (14,110 ft.) 283 km/h (176 mph). Range: 1,000 km
(620 miles). Armament: Three 7.5mm machine guns located in
nose, and dorsal turrets and ventral gondola,
and ventral turrets. Bomb load: 1,200 kgs (2,746 lbs.).
Remarks: The Bloch 200 and 210 were French produced
aircraft flown by the EAR.
Source: Relio, Vol. 3, P. 10.

Weal, 86 .P-

Bomber. Engines: Two Gnome-Rhone radiais of
Performance: Maximum speed at 3,500 meters

Service ceiling: 9,900
Range: 1,700 kms (1,056 miles).

in nose, and

Bloch 210.
910 hp.
(11,480 ft.); 322 km/h (200 mph).
meters (32,480 ft.).
Armament: Three 7.5mm machine guns mounted
retractable dorsal and ventral turrets.
Bomb load: 1,600 kgs (3,529 lbs.).
Source: Weal, 86 .P-
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Nieuport-Delage 52. Biplane fighter. Engine: Maximum speed
(Spanish built version): 225 km/h (140 mph).
Ceiling: 8,200 meters (26,900 ft.).
Armament: Two 7.72mm machine guns synchronized to fire
between the propeller blades.
Source: Andres Garcia Lacalle, Mitos y Verdades: La
Aviación de Caza en la Guerra Española (Mexico City:
Ediciones Lito Offset Fersa, S. A
543 .

1973), pages 541 and• F
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